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Chancellor Hollander Dispels Rumo rs
by J. Thomas Coho/an
At a press confer~nce attended by state college newspaper representatives last Tuesday, Chancellor of
Higher Education T. Edward Hollander discussed curr~nt dff~velopmd enhts in education and recent proposals by
h 1s o ice an T e Board of Higher Education. (Hollander to speak at Kean, see page 3).
The character of the conference was not one to announce
any new proposals but to give a
first hand account of recent actions by the Chancellors office
and the Board of Higher
Education and to answer questions about them . Also in attendance were Mrs. Neuberger,
Chairman of the Board of Higher
Education, Mrs. Fairbanks, Director of Public Information for
the Chancellor's Office, Alvin
Felvenberg, Special Assistant to
the Chancellor, Dr. Matthew
Quinn , Director of the office of
State College programs, and his
assistant Howard Miller.
After a brief outline of his
proposals; namely, the state
system of Higher Education
should more specifically defi ne
through admissions policies

what prospective body of
s~uden~s the ~articular institut1on 1s hoping to attract.
(Rutgers, the state university,
seeking primarily high achievers,
the State Colleges seeking a
broad base of people interested
in four year programs and open
admissions to county colleges).
This would give formal status to a
system that has been informally
followed for years. The ' Flagship'
program was characterized as
necessary because the expense
needed to provide high quality
education in a particular· field
would prohibit more than a
couple colleges, (north and
south) from offering this type of
intensified specialty. He also said
the quality of the programs that
do not have Flagship designa-

(Continued on page 20)
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Chancellor Hollander explains his views to student newspaper representatives In Trenton lut Tuesday.

Memorabila's Memorable

becomes a shot
in the dark

Night...
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.C ouncil Pails to Obtain End of the Semester
Quorum;Members Enraged Saves Some Sinking
by Robert Siniakin

Upset with the inability _of Stu-

Council member RalPb ,t.b-

bate stated that die inability of

dent Council to make quorum at making quorum showed a comtheir meeting last Friday, many plete lack of responsibility for
Council members displayed even Executive Board members
their disgust with their absent to miss Council. A factor that
peers as the Executive Board of added to the problem of not atStudent Organization acted in
taining quorum was that 7 Counlieu.
cil members were attending a
Enraged Council member National Student Association
Ofelia Oviedo stated, " I am
Conference in Washington, D.C.
totally disgusted with the Coun"It Is Disgusting"
cil members because they are
Marilyn Gillar, representing
the first ones to bitch when the
Executive Board does not per- . the senior class, stated, " I think it
is disgusting. They (council
form their jobs. "
members)
do not ever come. "
Freshman Council member
Sue Lieb concurred, " I think it's
Mary Shelton stated angrily, "I
think the ones that don 't hardly really sad. People complain and
come should get kicked off bitch and they never show up."
The first roll call was taken at
because there could be somethabout
6:10 P.M., 10 minutes after
ing really important that could
the scheduled starting time of
be brought up to Council."
Council member Renee Young the meeting. At this time
added, "I think that Council quorum was · missed by 10
should set down new rules for members. After a 15 minute
recess, roll was taken again and
attendance and enforce them ."
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Quorum is 38 meri\bers.
Council member Jim Kaus
furiously stated, " It's utterly ridiculous. I work down in Asbury
Park and have to drive up here. I
really feel ..• immec:Hate action
should be taken against them. "
Mary Ann DeCessare, senior
class Council member stated
angrily, "I think there's alot of
apathy. The attendance policy
should be enforced." She added, " Excuses are granted too
easily. If we don 't make quorum
then all the issues go to the Executive Board and it's not a
student decision."

by Susan Farrell
Of the fifty-eight members of
the Student Council, (twelve
from each class and ten on the
executive board), nine have
already used up their absence
quota set in the Council bylaws,
according to Cathy Schwartz,
secretary of the Council. Most of
them are from the class of 1980.
" I find it appalling," said
Schwartz. " What's even more
appalling is that they'll run again
and get into office."
Council members are allotted
three absences each term. A
(Continued on page 19) tardy or excused absence is

Memorabilia Robbed Of
$1000 Wor:th of Equipment
he went there at 9:00. The staff
member was a non- key holder
and Friedman asked him to
" please tell whoever opened the
door for you to lock up. " Friedman then went to the TPA to
photograph a concert.
According to Friedman, he
returned at about 9:25 or 9:30,
the office door was closed, but
unlocked. The window in the office was wide open and there
were footmarks on some papers
on a couch that was under the
window. His briefcase, in which
there were drafting materials,
was jimmied open , but nothing
was missing. He then went to the
cabinet where the cameras and
lenses were kept, and found that
they were missing. The equipment that was stolen included
two Minolta zoom cameras,

(Continued on page 19)

(Continued on page 20)

Trustees Hear Firing Protests

-

by A.M. Forester
Sometime between 9:10 and
9:30 on Thursday evening, the
Memorabilia office, located in
the Student Center, was robbed
of most of its photographic
equipment.
Memorabilia, Kean College's
yearbook, had borrowed the
equipment from Merin Studio,
to be used to produce this year's
yearbook. Neither the company
or the school were insured for
the equipment.
The theft took place during a
coffee house in Sloan Lounge,
and according to Paul Milcik, co-editor of the yearbook, the Student Center was very crowded.
One of the last people to see the
equipment was Rick Friedman, a
Memorabilia
staff
member.
Friedman recalls that there was a
staff member in the office when

counted as only half an absence.
Since meetings are held every
two weeks, a council member
can miss two and a half months of
meetings with excused absences.
" Many of the council
members are hardly ever at
meetings under the guise of being excused," said Sal Cardaci, a
council member with perfect
attendance. " It is especially disturbing when an absent council
member is busily playing pinball
in the pub when they should be
at the meeting."
Connie Efthemios, assistant

Photo by Sung Joe Kang

President of the Kean College Federation of Te.achers Charles Kelly
was ruled outof order'\Vhen he explained to the Board about the possibility of dropping the grievance process if the Board reconsidered
some of the fired faculty cases.

by}. Thomas Coho/an
The Board of Trustees session
of April 17 opened at 8:30. The
roll was called and notice was
then given of compliance with
the Open Public Meetings Act.
The previous meeting's minutes
were approved and the public
was advised that there would be
a closed session of the Board on
May 15, prior to the Public Session.
The Academic Policy and Person ne I Committee (APPC)
reported that there would be a
complete report on compliance
with the Affirmative Action
Program by the May sess ion .
The APPC also proposed to use
the form, Comprehensive with
Certain Emphasis, with certain
adaptations, as the model for the
institutional self-study for the
Middle States Association (MSA)
evaluation. The emphasized sections will be; Analysis of College
Planning Procedures, Developmen ta I Studies, General
Education,
Improvement of
Teaching, and under Student
Services and Student Life: Re~is(Continued on page 3)
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Interior Design Lecture
by Kevin P. Davis
The deadline for applying for
the New Jersey Veteran's Tuition
Credit program for the Spring
semester is May 26, 1978. Kean
Veterans should have received
an application with their newsletter from the Office of Veteran
Affairs ·this week. Appli"cations
can also be picked up at the
OVA.
Veterans Report from Trenton :
VA representative on campus
Mike Driscoll and Veterans'
Coordinator Steve
Vence
through their contacts in the
state capital, have been able to
compile information on pending
veterans' legislation in the State
Senate and Assembly. " We hope
to keep Kean Veterans apprised
of what is going on in Trenton
that affects veterans directly and
indirectly," Mr. Vence stated.
M ike Driscoll, very active in
veterans legislation particularly
the Veterans' Tuition Credit
program before joining the VA a
few years ago, pointed out,
" There is usually a great deal of
veterans ' legislation lying
around in Trenton that wilt not
be acted upon unless veterans
show some interest. By making
information available on what

legislation is pending, we hope
veterans will get interested. "
Steve Vence added, " The best
way to show interest in legislation is to contact your Assemblymen and State Senator and express your opinion."
Though the legislative term is
in its early stages, some significant bills have been introduced.
Assembly Bill 33 (A-33) which is
sponsored by Assembly woman
Jane Burgio, a Republican from
the 25th district (R-25th), calls for
a state sponsored guaranteed
loan program for certain Vietnam era veterans. The Vietnam
Veterans Loan Act, as the bill is
known, was referred to the State
Government, Federal and Interstate Relations and Vetaran Affairs Committee on January 10th.
State Senator James S. Cafiero
(R-1st), has introduced Senate
Concurrent Resolution (SCR) 12,
which proposes an amendment
to the state Constitution calling
for an increase in the veterans
property tax deduction. This bill
was referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee on January
10th.
Assemblymen C. Louis Bassano (R-20th) and Donald J. Albanese (R-15th) have co-sponsored Assembly Con-current
Resolution (ACR) 44, which is

similar to SCR 12. This bill calls
for an increase of the property
tax deduction from $50 to $100.
Additionally, Bassano, Albanese, Emil Olszowy (R-34th), and
Richard Van Wagner (D-12th),
have co-authored ACR ◄5 which
allows senior citizens who are
veterans to enjoy both property
tax deductions. Currently those
·individuals may only take the
deduction for senior citizens
which is $160. Both ACR 44 and
◄5 are in the Taxation Committee.
No bill authorizing an appropriation for next year for the
state Veterans' Tuition Credit
program has been submitted yet.
If such a measure is not submitted and acted upon before next
fall, there will be no monies with
which to fund the program for
the fall 1978 and spring 1979
semesters. The Veterans' Tuition
Credit Act is supposed to cover
eight semesters for eligible
veterans, however, if the
program isn't refunded, it will
die.
Veterans with an interest in
any of the legislation mentioned or with any ideas for legislation should contact their state
representatives. The OVA can be
contacted to find out who your
representatives are.

Tuesday, the 25th of April , the
Interior Design Student O rganization will present a lecture
on Interior Design of the Twentieth Century by Mr. Stanley Barrows. It will be held at 7:30 P.M .
in the " Little Theater" of the Student Center on the Kean College
campus located on Morris
Avenue in Union.
Mr. Barrows, a highly respected member of the Interior Design profession for over thirty
years received his M .A. from
Washington and Lee University;
a certificate from Accademia,
Florence, Italy; a diploma from
the New York School of Fine and
Applied Arts; and a cert jficate
from Parsons School of Design
where he currently teaches. He is
also a member of the full time
faculty of F.I.T. and was instrumental in the birth of the
Upper Division program in interior design at the college.
In 19n Mr. Barrows was
presented with the prestigious
Elsie de Wolfe Award. The award
is given by the New York Metropolitan chapter of the American
Society of Interior Designers to
one (or two) individuals who
have " contributed significantly
as designers, critics, patrons,
museum directors or collectors
to the general field of Interior
Design, and who by their various
activities have brought inspiration and stimulation to the

U.S.A. To Celebrate Sun Day
The sun rises every morning,
delivering energy to your doorstep (or rooftop) and transferring power into everything it
touches. On May 3, 1978, people
across the country are organizing energy fairs, teach-ins,
conferences and ~olar demonstrations of the sun.
Youth Environmental Society
(YES), a statewide environmental organization, is acting as the
clearinghouse for New Jersey
Sun Day and is publishing a
calendar of planned activities.
On Wednesday, May 3, when
the sun first hits the United
States, Sun Day activists will be
ready to start off a day full of sunoriented events. Sunrise ceremonies will be held in New
Brunswick, Eagle Rock and Brigantine.

A solar fair will be held at
Atlantic Community College and
a solar seminar held in New
Brunswick, with talks by authorities in the solar energy field .
Spectacular movies of the sun
itself will be shown in Princeton
and the Executive Vice-President of Solar EnerlJY Systems will
be speaking at the Cherry Hill Library.
Many Sun Day - related events
are being planned for the weeks
before and after May 3. The YES
Annual Convention, featuring a
keynote address by New Jersey
Energy Commissioner Joel
Jacobson, will be April 21, at
Princeton University's Woodrow Wilson School.
The Bloomfield Town Center
will observe Sun Day with arts
and crafts, music and environ-

lloPEF\S'

mental exhibits on April 22.
Ralph Nader, ana Shepard
Bartnoff of Jersey Central Power
and Light, will participate in a
Nuclear Energy Debate in the
Rutgers College Gym, New
Brunswick, on April 28. Cook
College will be hosting an
Agricultural Field Day on April
29, featuring a solar slide show
exhibit, organic farming, workshops and ice cream sundaes
with hot fudge heated by solar
energy.
With proper technology, we
can harness the sun's energy and
put it to work for us. " Energy and
the Homeowner" will explore
this idea and the topic of a day's

discussion at Brookdale.
On April 30, Ralph Nader
along with Amory Lovins, British
representative of Friends of. the
Earth and Joel Jacobson, Commissioner of New Jersey Department of Energy will speak at
Temple Israel, South Orange.
Tours of the solar facility at the

Somerset County Environmental Education Center will be held
May 2, 3, and ◄. On May 6, the
Princeton Arts Council is sponsoring art exhibits and displays of
solar energy in celebration of
Sun Day.
" Sun Day is a dynamic idea,"
said Maurice Sampson, Executive Director of YES. "This is only

membership and its allied
fields."
Stanley Barrows has helped
shape some of the top talent in
the design field. We hope that
anyone interested or involved in
the Interior Design profession
will make it a point not to miss
this important lecture. All are
welcome and of course admission is free.

Accounting
Help
by Donna Szabo
For those students who need
help with their accounting
courses, the Economics and
Management Science Department has set up the Accounting
Skills Center.
Coordinator Dr. Marcel Fulop
announced that the purpose of
this program is to help students
who run into difficulties with
their principles of accounting I
and 11 classes. There seems to be
a high rate of drops in these
courses.
Dr. Fulop feels that " additional help would improve the
understanding of this subject,"
thus improving the quality of the
department and, hopefully, reducing the drop-out rate.
The tutoring is done, as of this
date, by four students who are
Management Science majors
and who have taken advanced
accounting courses.
Tutoring is available Monday
through Friday, day and evening,
in Hutchinson Hall, in Room A of
the
Instructional
Resource
Center.
the beginning for YES. "
" We hope to utilize all the information we receive as Sun Day
Clearinghouse and develop solar
Information material to be
available to the public as the momentum picks up tor solar
energy in New Jersey," said
Jeffery Robbins, Sun Day Coordinator for YES.
Anyone wanting information
or assistance concerning Sun
Day please contact: New Jersey
Sun Day, c/o YES, P.O. Box 1127,
New Brunswick, New Jersey
08903. Phone: (201) 828-6881 .

Oh my goodness it's ...

Those Crazy College Kids

■ORNER

by Haight Ashbury

Throughout this great country,
the law covering many of the
controlled
dangerous
substances are very difficult. The
classic example has to be marijuana.
If you are a doper traveling
through several states, this
dilemma can pose a real
problem. When you get caught
in Jersey, you can go to jail, but
when bu sted in New York, you
just get a ticket.
To add to this con fusion,
judges have taken to hand ing
o ut so me very d iffer ent
sentences. In some cases, a j ud ge
will hand down t he harshest
penalty the law allows for posses-

sion of less than an ounce (even
if it is only a joint). Th en again, a
judge may also opt for the other
end of the spectrum and allow a
pot offender off as easily as the
law will legally let him/her.
One judge has recently
handed down the wierest
punishment for marijuana
possession that I have ever
heard. Th e offe nder was told that
he would have to ci rcl e the
courthou se twenty tim es daily
for a month. Now comes the
really strange partl He has to
pu sh a wh ee lbarrel fi ll ed w ith
dirt. In thi s dirt, a pot plan t will
be in its full glory and a sign w ill
also be carried declaring that pot
should be legalized !

Applications are available for Editor-in-Chief of ·
Expressions and can be picked up from April
20th to 27th from the table outside the Third
World Movement office.

Photo by Sung Joe Kang

Recent college activities hue included such well known events as the Greek Olympics and the
Resident's Hall Gong Show. But did you know that activities also Included the Nttle known Bubble Blowing Contest1 Neither did many other people. As a matter of fact only one contestant lisned up for the sala
event.
The object of the contest was to blow the bigest bubble. Using a basketball as the soal to achieve, our
brave contestant heartily placed two (count 'em 2) pieces of sugarless Double-Bubble bubble sum Into
his mouth.
A careful record .JoVas kept as to the size of his bubbles but his most successful attempt, shown here,
proves to be only slightly larger than a tangerine.
Disappointed, but undefeated, the champ went home to practice for future contests.
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Hari Krishna· Handouts
Outlawed At Stadium
The American Civil Liberties
Union of New Jersey has asked
the U.S. District Court in Newark
to enjoin officials of the New
Jersey Sports and Exposition
Authority from interfering with
the leafletting and religious
sol icitation rights of members of
the International Society for
Krishna Consciousness at the
Meadowlands Sports Complex .
According to a federal complaint
filed today by ACLU volunteer
lawyer Robert W. Goodman and
Associate Staff Counsel Gary
Gordon, after repeated inquiries
and requests for solicitation permits by the Hari Krishna group,
Sports Authority Counsel Martin
C. Holleran informed them that
it is " the unwritten policy of the
Authority not to permit any
solicitation or dissemination of
literature" at the Sports Complex
or its surrounding property.
Similar requests to officials of
East Rutherford where the Sports
Complex is located produced
evasive responses. According to
the complaint an effort by
Krishna Society President Brian
Rumbaugh to secure a solicitor's
permit from the town under a
local ordinance elicited a response from East Rutherford
Police Chief Daniel Logatto on
October 17, 1977 that no applications were available and that the
entire matter would have to be
brought to the Mayor of East
Rutherford at a subsequent
meeting. No further response
has allegedly been received .
Subsequent efforts by Krishna
Society devotees to distribute
literature at the Complex were

allegedly halted by Pinkerton
Security guards who required
the leafletters to accompany
them to the Office of Internal
Security where they were
" threatened . . .with arrest and
prosecution " if they did not halt
their leafletting efforts.
The suit claims that since the
New Jersey Sports and Exposition
Authority is a public body and
the Sports Complex is a public
area, neither the Authority or the
town of East Rutherford may
unreasonably abridge the rights
of the Krishna Society or its
followers " to freely practice
their religion, to espouse their
beliefs, and to disseminate information in public forums. " Any
restrictions on such first Amendment activities," the complaint
asserts, " must be narrowly drawn
and carefully promulgated to
protect the interests of the
public in peace and order, while
permitting as wide an exercise of
First Amendment rights as possible." The complaint charges
that the policy of the Authority
violated " freedom of speech,
freedom of religion , freedom of
press, and the right of peaceable
assembly as guaranteed by the
First Amendment."
The suit seeks an order declaring the Authority policy unconstitutional and enjoining its enforcement. Named as defendants in the ca$e are the Sports
Authority and
i ts Board
members, the New Jersey State
Police, Authority Security Chief
John Krusas, and Pinkerton
agency along with East Rutherford Chief Logatto.

FBI Violates Privacy Act
An untested section of the constitutional right to express
federal Privacy Act of 1974 is the dissent, when such record-keepsubject of a major ACLU suit in ing was not specifically authorU.S. District Court in Newark ized by statute or by plaintiff, and
now scheduled for a pretrial was not pertinent to or within
conference. The suit brought by the scope of an authorized law
Rutgers Law student Patrick C. enforcement
activity. "
The
English, charges that the FBI vio- memorandum claims that FBI
lated his constitutional rights as memoranda and records diswell as the Privacy Act by main- cussed Mr. English " solely for the
taining files about him and a purpose of descriDing ·how he
Drake University antiwar, pro- · exercises rights guaranteed by
impeachment
organization the First Amendment," and at no
known as " The Movement" time was Mr. English " under susbetween 1968 and 1974. The suit, picion of violating federal law which is being pressed by ACLU nor was the investigation volunteer lawyer frank Askin of within the scope of a legitimate
the Rutgers Constitutional Liti- law enforcement activity."
gation Clinic claims that the FBI
The memorandum charges
violated a section of the Privacy that files containing " informaAct by " maintaining records des- tion which is inaccurate and
cribing plaintiff's exercise of his which is extremely prejudicial "

tration and Academic Advfsement, and Retention and Attrition. A timetable for the MSA
institutional study was also
proposed along with a committee structure proposal. The
Board approved all the proposals
without any objections.
In other business on the agenda, the Finance and Building
Committee
(FBC)
made
proposals for student enrollment
goals for the T979-80 academic
year; namely a decrease from the
8340 FTE's (A Full Time
Equivalent is 16 credit hours per
semester) budgeted for the
current year to 8200 FTE's for '79,
which matches the current enrollment of 8202 FTE's. The FBC
also proposed to make the per
credit student activities fee permanent. The Board approved
the, $1.00 for graduate students,
$1.25 for part-time undergraduates, and $2.50 for full -:time
undergraduates, per credit fees
for the 1977-78 academic year at
the request of the respective
Student Councils so they would
be in compliance with a Board of
Higher Education (BHE) directive
for per credit student activity
fees.
Trustee
member
David
Mytelka asked the reasons for a
permanent fee at this time and
was told it would eliminate the
necessity for the Student Councils to ask the Board for approval
each year. The Councils would
only have approached the Board
if they were requesting a change
in the fees. These proposals were
approved .
Under new business, President
Weiss said a proposal allowing·
Kean College to establish a
program granting a M.A . in
Liberal Studies would come
before the BHE tomorrow and it
apparently has the Chancellors
approval. Weiss said , if granted,
the proposal would portend a
bright future for the college and

he felt that it would be fitting to
throw a wine and cheese party to
celebrate.
Chairman Brown
echoed President Weiss' enthusiam and said he would vote
for the proposal on Friday.
Chairman Brown said that over
supper, the Board met with
representatives of the faculty
Senate who were concerned
with the institutional reasons for
dismissals in the School of
Education. They were also
concerned with way decisions in
general are arrived at in the
college. On the first point, Chairman Brown said the Board had
re-examined its growth and
decision assumptions and confirmed them. On the latter
concern, the Chairman said
although the decisions are nonnegotiable the Board had acted
in good faith and responsibly for
the goals of the instit ution and
projected enrollment trends.
An information exchange ensued .
Charles Kelly, president of the
Kean College Federation of
Teachers, said he was representing the four faculty members
grieving their non-reappointments. He said they had been
through step one and were
entering the second step in the
grievance process, but they
would drop their grievances if
the Board of Trustess would
agree to reconsider their cases.
The Board agreed that Dr.
Kelly was out of order and that
the proposal would have to be
submitted i n writing and
authorized by the four faculty in
question. At that time, the Board
would have to consult with the
N.J. State Attorney General 's Office on what type of reply is permissable.
Dr. Dorothy Goldberg, chairman of the Faculty Senate, said
the Senate on April 11 endorsed
a proposal calling on the Board
to reserve its decision to dismiss

to Mr. English " have been made
available to other agencies in the
government."
The FBI received an April 23,
1976 freedom of Information Act
request from Mr. English for " all
mater'ial in Bureau files which
pertained to him . " It was," according to the ACLU memo,
" not until over one year later
that the Bureau responded with
a partial release of the requested material," with " many deletions. "
The suit seeks injunctions
against the collection and maintenance of records of peaceful
protest activities, an order seeking destruction of the records
after their content is revealed to
Mr. English, along with compensatory and punitive damages.

Laws Against Pot Illegal?
The American Civil Liberties
Union of New Jersey and the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML) has asked the New
Jersey Supreme Court to declare
the state statute punishing use of
marijuana and private possession of small amounts unconsti,tutional. In a petition filed by
volunteer lawyer Alan Silber on
behalf of John Mania, the ACLU
and NORML contend t hat " Possession of a small amount of
marijuana in the home for personal use" invades " a constitutionally protected zone of
privacy belonging to citizens. "
The case arose on October 2,
1975 when a Summit police detective visited Mr. Mania 's home

--=J:-rustees Me,ar fir:ing l?r;otests<
(Continued from page 1)
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to serve process. The detective
observed
" an
infinitesimal
amount of marijuana" and a
small vial of seeds. Mr. Mania
was convicted after the trial
court declined to hear testimony and receive evidence as to
the psychological and pharmacological properties of marijuana.
· 'Among the evidence cited in
the petition are studies indicating:
" There are no known long
term or permanent physiolog ical or psychological effects from
the use of marijuana. "
" Marijuana does not have a
high potential for abuse. It I oes
not lead to crime or vil lent
behavior. In fact, marijuana
tends to be under-represented
among assaultive offenders,

tinually take im again. Some
people later expressed the
these faculty because no ade- opinion that an internal political
quate reasons had been given for struggle in the biology
department is responsible for Dr.
these dismissals.
Maynard not getting reapSince the faculty were dis- pointed, not any lack of
missed for ,,academ1t reasons acadernic excellence on his part.
which are non-negotiable, Dr.
Chai.rman Brown, trying to set
David Jones, fine arts, said the things straight, said , " The
union is unable to deal with burden of proof is on faculty
these dismissals ari d perhaps the members for appointment, but
only appropriate place to discuss the burden of proof is on the adthem is at the Board o f Trustee ministration for dismissal of
sessions, " There is ' no other tenured faculty members."
place."
Mytelka asked if the union,
fearful of losing the grievance
Several Board members excases, was trying to renegotiate
pressed the opinion that what
by putting the burden of proof
the union should do is renegotion students. This was said in
ate their contact if they think
reference to continued referrals
academic dismissals are being
by faculty claiming satisfied
unfairly handled.
Several students addressed the . students and student petitions
Board and one had the following and claims by faculty members
that they represent the students.
exchange with Chairman Brown.
Dr. Pezzolo said the students
" In all this talking I don 't think
the Board has cared to find out were at the Board session for the
what the students think," he same reasons as the faculty;
namely, because dismissals due
~id .
" Were you here at the to academic reasons are nonDecember session?" said Brown. negotiable and a dismissal due to
academic reasons is not a reason
" Yes."
' " And how many students given but a reason referred to;
voiced their feelings to the either bad student evaluations,
bad peer evaluations, or inapBoard?" asked Brown.
propriate teaching methods. He
" About 20. "
" Well, a lot," Brown added, said at the grievance hearings
these reasons. weren't specified,
" And what did they have to say? "
" Not very much," said the also, no answer was given to how
insufficient the evidence was or
student.
Another student said she was by how much the burden of
disappointed over the dismissal proof was missed.
David Mytelka stated he fails
of Dr. Peter Maynard from the
biology department for th~ to see why faculty is continually
vague reason : " insufficient clear serving as surrogate for the
positive evidence of teaching students and asked what do the
effectiveness. " She stated that students really think?
A group of students from the
her husband, a physician, had
looked at the material and had Early Childhood (E.C.)
high words for its quality, " com- Department expressed fears t hat
parable to some of the material I the department would
had to learn in Medical School," deteriorate and perhaps cease to
she quoted him. She added that exist after they have graduated.
Dr. Maynard had started two They felt that if the department
programs in ti-re department and no longer existed after they
students who have had to graduated their diplomas would
withdraw from courses he become worthless.
An odd exchange then octaught, due to course load, con-

especially when compared with
users of alcohol, amphetamines
and barbituates."
" The stepp i ng stone
argument' that marijuana use
leads to use of ' hard narcotics'
has no scientific basis."
The petition compares marijuana's effects to those of other
drugs, alcohol, and cigarettes
and goes on to cite the therapeutic appl ications of marijuana
in the treatment of glaucoma, asthma, and alcoholism. Citing a
recent Supreme Court opinion
by Mr. Justice Clifford, the
petition concludes, " Absent a
con:ipelling interest the state may
not regulate a person's private
decisions which have merely
incidental effect on others."
curred

wi th

,.he ~ d ~P.

T,..,._ Nylns rhey coinon"r

understand why the E.C.
students felt that their diplomas
would lose value if the
department folded after they
graduated and the E.C. students
saying they couldn 't understand
how the Board of Trustees could
fail to understand.
D~. Pezzolo mused that the
reason the Board oflrustees fires
faculty before they become
tenured and not after
is
because truthfullness is· necessa.ry to fire tenured faculty and
that there is no need for truth
when firing untenured faculty.
Chairman Brown said to Dr.
Pezzolo, " Those are your assumptions and not ours."
Dr. Pezzolo replied, " That's
what you always say when I
speak."
The meeting was adjourned at
10:10 p.m.

Chancellor Of
Higher Ed. To
Lecture At K.C.
On May 23, at 7:00 p.m.
Chancellor of Higher Education,
T. Edward Hollander will address
all interested students and
faculty members on the subject :
The Future of Higher Education
in New Jersey, in general, and at
Kean College, in particular. The
address is being presented by
The Townsend Lecture Series
(and the Chancellor's good
graces} and will be held in
Wilkin's Theatre.

The Thrift Shop trai ning
center is coming to Kean
College on April 26, 27 and 28
trom 10 a.m .-3 p.m. For further information call 3222240.
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EDITORIAL
During the past week, the College Center Board held their
elections for the 1978-79 Academic year. As we look back over
the last few years, a rather significant change in this organization is very obvious.
C.C.B., the funded group with the largest operating budget,
that of over ·$100,000 has been plagued with problems of every
sort. Past C.C~B. administrations have been accused of the mishandling of funds, abusing complimentary tickets and passes,
choosing a non-representative selection of shows, poor or nonexistant publicity and numerous other examples of mismanagement. Members had joined the group for the partying rather
than the services they were supposed to provide for the
students.
The 1977-78 College Center Board, throughout the entire
academic year., has been striving to change all of that. The administration has proven to be sensitive to the problems of the
past and a careful watch has, at least in part, eased the situation,
The programs presentetj have been much more successful
because the planning of events has been more thorough. The
organization ~as opened up to the people who supply the
money, the students, and have listened to their wants.
Different kinds of shows have been given to satisfy the
demands of the diverse tastes of the Kean students and those
programs have been successful. Surely, everything that C.C.B.
has done has not been flawless, but the tremendo'-:,IS improvement within the organization must be
noted and applauded.
•
I

nde endent
etters~p
Rec Major Gets Great
Education At Kean
A great deal of news coverage by the Independent reflects a
significant level of negative feelings towards the institution and its
varied programs. Complaints from students and sometimes even
faculty members seemingly always reach virtually the front page in
bold type. I think we are long overdue in expressing points of view
that have been significantly helpful and have contributed immeasurably towards individuals and groups. I wish to, as a senior in Urban
and Outdoor Recreation, bring to the readers ' attention an experience that has indeed had a marked impact on my educational
understanding not only from the standpoint of its recreational impact, but also from a broad sociological problem.
The Department of Urban and Outdoor Recreation has long been
aware of the need for direct, on-the-scene experience. The sterility
of a classroom hardly is the place to experience life's problems.
Hence, we had opportunities in many ways in the world of reality.
One of the most dynamic and penetrating, a visitation, was arranged
by Dr. Benson in conjunction with the recreational needs of the inmates in the Union County jail. This problem was made a major assignment in our course Sr. Seminar (problem solving). Dr. Benson
organized the class and made, with selected students, four visitations
to the actual facility. What an eye opener these visitations werel We
spoke with Sheriff Ralph Froelich of Union County, the wardens and
the deputy wardens, along with a number of correctional officers.
Through the cooperation of Sheriff Froelich we had an opportunity
to spend an hour and a half locked up with ten of the inmates at
which time we were able to solicit from them their problems,
concerns, and feel ings. What an experience I We were able to do this
without any official from the jail being present. This level of
cooperation that we have received from Sheriff Froelich is a clear indication of his desire to formulate a leisure program for inmates. It
should be recognized that this facility is approximately 70 years old
with hardly a square foot of space set aside or available for group activities. Hence, it becomes a very unique problem due to the limitations of the facility and the need to maintain the maximum security
provision as determined by law.
This real situation is the kind and type of experience that I have had
since· I have been a student at Kean College. As I am now in the throes
of graduating, I look back fondly at these experiences and I am

grateful of the opportunity 't hat Kean Colrege provided me. Hence, I
feel that inasmuch as I have had these dynamic and thorough educational opportunities, there must be many students that have a
positive feeling and outlook. And while I too, on occasion have had

(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

problems parking, I feel that my major rationale in coming to Kean
College was to obtain the best possible_education in the area I am
interested in, and this I assure you, I have received and am grateful to
all concerned.
Sincerely yours,
Ro n Jackson

Shall We Try Again?
Dear Editor,
Why don 't you print your opinion questionnaire on the new
College Center again? With all the new information we've gotten, I'm
sure a lot more students would be more eager to voice their opinions.
Before, I think students didn 't hear enough conflicting arguments for
and against, or have enough time to be sure how they felt.
Anna LaSalle

Testing Article Gets An F
Dear Editors,
In re the April 13th article "Descriminating (lie) Tests Temporarily
Dropped:"
You speak falsely.
Whether through the incompetance of the writers, a misunderstanding of their sources or a deliberate attempt by their sources to
disguise the truth, the article contains quite a few errors of fact. I
know this because, for the past two years, I have been involved in the
testing program and have administered the Michigan Test itself.
1. No incoming freshman, whether foreign or native-born, has
been given a "placement" test. The test is one of "advisement." The
student is recommended to take a certain English section on the basis
of the test scores, but at no time is a student forced to take that section. The ultimate decision is in the student's hands.
2. Because the nature of the test is advisement, there is no "passing" or "failing."
3. lncomins freshmen are administered the Michigan Test to find

their current level of proficiency in English. Therefore, the statement "While many foreign students were able to pass the Michigan
Test ..." is meaningless. That "placement test" 11 the Michigan Test.
4. The English Department does not administer the test. The Writing and Mathematics Laboratory does, on behalf of the School of
Education.
5. Wher, a foreign-born student takes the test to be admitted to the
School of Education, those scores are recorded and sent to various
faculty members.
6. The Michigan Test is in no way a "diagnostic" test. The test does
not diagnose the student's proficiency, that is, it doesn't reveal what
areas of English the student is or is not proficient in.
7. The article neglected to mention that students may take the
Michigan Test as many times as they wish. When the test is given for ...,
the School of Education, a cut-off score (80 for admission to the
School of Ed .; 85 for admission to Student Teaching) is established.
However, the number of attempts made to reach that score isn't as
important as the reaching of the score. In other words, a student
keeps tak ing the test until he/she passes, until his/ her proficiency
meets the standards of the School o f Ed .
While I agree with the tone o f the article (the test is unfair) , I cannot
call it a truthful article. The misinformation it conta ins shows the low
standards of journalism held by the Independent. No reporter ever
contacted the people who actually give the test; t he Writirig and
Math Lab. As an employee of the Lab, I find this deporable; as a
member of the Independent staff, I find this insulting.
'

-

Ove r t he past year the day student cou ncil has received many com p laints on th e way they ha nd le issues and their lac k o f parti cipat io n in
stud ent affa irs.
Last weekend Kean College and WNBC sponsored a Health Fair that was
operated totally by volunteers. At council's last meeting, Joyce Marinelli,
President of Student Organization asked all council members to give some
of their time to ~elp out in any way possible.
I attended the fair last Sunday and was happy to see a total of four counci l members and a small han dfu l of day stud ents givin g their time to assist
in various ways.
Another instance where council 's apathy showed through was during
Student Org. elections. Vice President Michelle Counsins at numerous
meetings pleaded with the dormant council to help man the voting
booths. She only asked for a few hours of their time. The response of council was pitiful. Of the 48 council members, approximately 15 bothered to
show up to help Cousins out.
I do not damn the council for their lack of ~pirit, but I am concerned of
the possibility that next year's council will share the same problem. Can a
corporation survive when the Board of Directors can't even show up to the
meetings. Yes, Student Org. is incorporated and a $500,000 entity. The only
thing I hope is that the Parente Administration will have a better council
-than the Marinelli Administration had.
It's deplorable to see that there is such a small percent of council doing
their job.
To the rest of the cou11cil members who don't care, relax, you'll soon be
out of council. Remember changeover is in three weeks.
Maria Rios
APRIL FESTIVAL

April 28, 29, 30, 1978
New Jersey Association for Retarded Citizens
Union County Chapter
SPONSORED BY:

Council for Exceptional Children in conjunction:
Third World Movement
S.C.A.T.E.
Memorabilia
Resident's Asscx:iation
P.R.O.U.D.
Spanish Social Club
National Student Association
Circle K

To all concerned students,
_
This past Thursday, the yearbook staff suffered a isreat loss. On the
e vening of April 13th our office was the victim of a thoughtless thief.
This robbery resulted in the loss of all of our photography
equipment. Due to this loss of equipment, the yearbook staff is facing
great difficulty in fulfilling their responsibility to the student body.
We therefore are asking, make that begging, all students, faculty, staff
me mbers, and Student Org. for their assistance in completing the
1978 yearbook. Anyone who owns their own 35MM camera and can
spare an hour or two a week, we would be dee ply indebted for your
assistance.
Anyone who is interested in he lping th e ir yearbook staff, please
come to our meetings on Tues. eveningsat8 p.m. in the Yearbook office, CC120 or call 353-3337. Ask for Paul.
Thank you,
Paul P. Milcik, Lori Morris and the entire yearbook staff

Student Activities
Cuisine Limited
Services Donated by the College:
Maintenance
Security
Technicians

Food: Hot dogs,Hamburgers, beer and mun~hies
College Center Building

33 Hour -Dance Marathon
April 28, 1978 4:00 P.M_.-April 30, 1978

1:00 a.m.

Disco Music provided by the New Jersey Record Company
Bands Schedule

Sun Down
Tongu e a nd Groove
Colt
Tattoo Rose
Cresce nts

Friday, April 28, 1978

4:30 p.m.- 5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.- 7:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.- 1 :00 a.m.
5:00a.m.- 7:00a.m.
Saturday, April 29, 1978

2:00 p.m.- 3:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.- 8:.00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
11 :00 p.m.- 1 :00 a.m.

Chris Jarocha

If You Own A ·c amera,
We Ne'ed You Now!

I.F .S.C.

Evening Student Council
Latin Fraternity and Sorority:
Lambda Theta Psi
P~i Theta AlphaHigh Grade Beverage - Pabst
(Rich Gamon)
Mr. Hurley David and the staff at the pub

Regards,

(Ed . note : At this time, the Independent realizes that the reporter did not
investigate the story to the fulles t extent. The Independent regrets this oversight. )

t.

BENEFIT FOR RETARDED CITIZENS

/

Main St.
Small Town Boys
Eldorado
Screamer

ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULF FOR LITTLE THEATRE
Friday, April 28, 1978

5:00p.m.- 7:00p.m.
7:30 p.m.- 8:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
10:30 p.m.-11 :30 p.m.
12:00 p.m.- 2:00 a.m.
2:00a.m.- 5:00a.m.

Films: " Dairy of a Mad Housewife" - " Duel of the Iron Fists"
Fashion Show
Exodus Gospel Choir & Poetry Session " Inside Out"
Music by Eva Tricueles & Bill Deitz
Dance in Snack Bar
Films: "Reefer Madness" & " Night of the Living Dead"

Saturday, April 29, 1978

10:00a.m.12 :00 p.m.2:30 p.m.4:00 p.m.-

2:00p.m.
1 :30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

8:30 p.m.-12:00 p.m.
12 :30a.m.- 2:00a.m.

CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES

Arts & Crafts
Music by Sissy Santarsiero
Magic Show : Dan Lemberg
, Film Festival : " G.T. & The Ally Cat" - " Harold & The Purple Crayon"
" Lornax by Dr. Suess"
Music by: " Richard Harris" " Owen Blotken & The Mopeds"
" Bob Mele," " Mike Barton"
" Dial M for Murder"
Craft and Antique Show - April 29, 1978 - 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Outside Willis & Hutchin10n Parking lob

....

.

(Rain Location: Bookstore Building)
For further information call 527-2660.
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John Heyn

Ralph Abbate
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"Philosophy Club Moves For Survival,,
by Lynn Richmond
On Monday, April 10th more
than seven hund red students,
teachers- and concerned local inhabitants poured into Downs
Hall and the Hutchinson Auditorium to participate in the Kean
Teach-in. Sponsored by the
Philosophy Club, the day was a
compilation of eleven sequential workshops dealing with
relevant social issues. Aptly entitled M o bilizatio n for Survival
the day's program highlighted
such current concerns as Conflict Resolution, The Assertive
Woman, and Nuclear Disarmament.
An extensive outreach effort
and publicity campaign by the
Philosophy Club as well as ample
support from many of Kean College's faculty members contributed to the day's success.
The purpose of the Teach-In
was to acquaint the students and
public with a comprehensive
evaluation of importan_t issues
which would affect them personally, either now or in the

immediate fut ure. All of the
workshops w ere designed to incl ud e aud ience participation
and input t o insu re u nderstanding and clarity of the su bjects
which were d iscussed.
The day began at eight o' clock
wit h the t op ic " Dynami c
Human ism in the Judaic-Christ ian Culture." Conducted by
father Richard Garcia and Rabbi
Joseph Lichtmann of the Kean
College M inistry, numerous·
theo logical questions were exp lored ; one of the most interesting questions was raised by
a high school student who
wished to examine· the moral
status of a cloned human. An extrapolation of the lively discussion revealed that it would be
awarded a status inferior to that
of a normal person.
The next two workshops
featured such notable speakers
as Ruth McClain and Peter
Shields. Ruth McClain, Delegate
to the International Woman's
Conference and Director of
Human Resources in Newark,

cond ucted
an
enlighten ing
workshop o n sexism in t he job
market and the effects or no neffects of legislation on t he
prob lem. Peter Shields, Directo r
of the O ffice of A geism for
Union County spoke on the relationships between human needs
and available resources for
senior citizens. The morning 's
program ended with The Last
Slide Show, a twenty minute,
color sl ide show with a ta pe
cassette narration projecting
what life will be like after the
year 2000 if the nuclear arms race
continues. Allen Swenson of
SANE conducted this workshop
contributing ideas, suggestions
about methods that could be
used to control nuclear development.
for those who wished to further explore the morning's subjects a luncheon was provided by
Evening Student Council for the
speakers and participants. While
enjoying the delicious buffet the
students and workshop conductor's had the opportunity to

exchange meaningful d ialogue
and develop new d irecti ons of
thought.
Gilbert Rozier and Harold
Hasan, Di recto rs of the Urban
League of Union County offered a fascinating account of
behind th~ scenes maneuver ing
in their afternoon workshop
" Legislated Equality." The Bakke
case was discussed as a poor example of reverse d iscrimi nati o n
and the ramifications that such a
deci sion would have on further
cla ss actions of this nature. A
parallel workshop given by John
Ripton and Chuck Kappeis, Curriculum Consultants for World
Hunger Year, explod ed many
widely-believed myths pertaining to the causes of world
hunger. The three afternoon
workshops were followed by a
dinner and further discussions.

competitive behavior was structured for the participants who
became progressively fierce as
the game evolved. Util izing his
kn owledge as Director of the
Human Resource Institute, Dr.
Allen provided an invaluable lesson on how people become
trapped into stereotyped combative roles when attempting to
resolve differences. The Assertive Wo man Workshop given by
Mae Hecht o f the EVE program
was a surprise for as many men as
women participated. Situations
were discussed that revealed that
men and women were judged to
be assertive or aggressive in like
situations only on the basis of
sex. The day ended with a workshop by Dr. Paul Mayer who explained the unequitable balance
between human needs and military spending.

The Evening program began at
seven o 'clock with a conflict
resolution workshop, Alternatives to Destruction. Conducted
by the noted author Dr. Robert
Allen, an experiment in

Mobilization for Survival was a
thoroughly enjoyable educative
experience for all those who
attended. It would be great to
see other student efforts of this
magnitude and intent.

·''Class In Classless Society''
by Lynn Richmond
The idealism of the sixties is
alive and flourishing in downtown Philadelphia, having
undergone a dramatic transformation from the issue
directed focus of the previous
decade to a comprehensive
analysis of the American social
structure.
Last weekend Dr. George
Bartt's philosophy class, "Communities and Communes"
visited the Movement for a New
Society in conjunction with the
Philosophy Club. A wide-spread
network of autonomous groups,
MNS is concerned with implementing
non-violent social
change to create an egalitarian
world for humanity. The goal of
world peace and equality may
seem broad, antiquated, and
visionary but the members of this
group are utilizing a different apapproach wh ich just might have
a long-range impact on our lives.
The most obvious change is
that MNS has abandoned the
short term, narrow focus associated with the peace movement of the sixties. MNS states,
" In the short run, there are advantages to the single-issue ap- ·
proach, such as the focusing of
our energies. But a group conducting a single issue campaign
paign often disintegrates when
that specific goal seems to be
partially won. And a whole new
society cannot be built that way,
for all societal goals are connected to each other in a way
that reduces the chance of
reaching them one at a time,
especially when the power structure strongly resists any real
change." MNS believes that
progress must be made in all sectors simultaneously for it to be a
lasting and beneficial one.
To accomplish these goals
MNS provides a focal point for
communication in its Philadelphia headquarters. Its primary
responsibility is the expansion of
this blanket network to include
all groups that are working for
these shared goals. It is an association of participating groups
rather than an organization
which demands adherence to a
particular lifestyle or code. This is
where their power lies for they
include all groups that are
already established as well a~
help new groups that wish to.
The only criteria for membership are acceptance of the responsibilities of sharing ideas
between groups, helping to
make decisions that will effect
the whole network and lending
supportive aid in times of crisis.

In this respect MNS acts as a
clearing house to its far-flung
membership. An example of
how this all-encompassing
strategy works is that one group
will be working on the decentralization of political power,
another on the establishment of
day-care centers, another on insuring political support for banning nuclear weapons and yet
another arranging workshops for
the establishment of collectives
which are the basic units in MNS.
An integration of the various
groups all coming from diverse
backgrounds,

has

been

in-

strumental in accomplishing the
common goals of its panicipants.
Once small groups, or collectives, have been established
the nucleas than expands to the
point where a Life Center
becomes feasible: A Life Center
is a cluster of communal houses
and collectives within one
neighborhood or geograph ical
loca tion . Within each Life Center
several different kind s of colle c t i ves handle ongo i ng
problems. Action Collectives
tackle local political, social and
economic projects directly with
the aid of the Movement Task
Collective which dessiminates
information and insures adequate co-ordination between
other Action collectives. The
Outreach Collective promotes
MNS ideas, stimulates new
group formation and published
Dandelion the MNS newsletter.
An example of the diversity
within the MNS was experienced by the "Communities and
Communes" class. The first
evening the visiting group enjoyed the hospitality of an
ashram within the Life Center. A
minor alteration ensued when
one of the visitors unknowingly
walked into the collective wearing shoes and smoking a cigarette. This particular house was
one which practiced an eastern
religious orientation and lifestyle, which prohibited the wearing of shoes in the home,
smoking, drinking or eating
meat. The evening's repass consisted of a delicious vegetarian
dinner after a workshop that
dealt with alternative community organization and methods
of child-rearing. The following
day the group moved to a collective composed of single individuals which co-operatively
owned and shared a house
named " Nashville." Here the
visitors participated in a discussion on the conflicts between
middle class and lower class atti-

tudes and their potential for destructiveness within MNS. The
group was joined by a member
of Rainbow House, a collective
which is currently experimenting with nuclear and extended
family relationships who spoke
about the advantages and disadvantages of each arrangement.
MNS also conducts macroanalysis seminars as well as intensive training sesflons dealing
with such fundamental issues as
alternative institutions, community development and decentralization, methods of non-violent change, economic and
social analysis, etologlcal
balance, the establishment oftlfe
life centers and conscious raising
to initiate personal change and a
simplicity of life style.
The trip to the MNS Life
Center was an invigorating and
educative ·experience for all
those who attended. Some of the
class members have made plans
to stay in touch with their new
friends and others have expressed an interest in returning to
spend more time and to learn
new modalities of non-violent
revolution. If any readers would
be interested in finding out more
about the MNS they can be contacted at: Movement for a New
Society, 4722 Baltimore Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA. 19143.

Photo by Stephen L. Bowers

Jean Phillips and Jan Francis 11ive close attention to iuues dlsc:uaed at
New Society.

"Chorus
In

Concert"
On Friday, April twenty-first at
Glassboro
State
College,
Glassboro, New Jersey, the
Kean-Riverdale Singers will jo.i n
twenty-one college and high
school singing groups in the first
Annual Choral festival sponsored by the New Jersey Chapter
of the American Choral Directors Association . Each organization will sing for fifteen minutes.
Three adjudicators will make
comments directly onto cassettes at the time of performance and return their evaluations and a score to each director.
The festival will begin at ten in
the morning and continue until
five in the afternoon. The KeanRiverdale Singers will be the only
group to represent a combination of community, college and
alumni singers. The other college-level groups are Glassboro
Chamber Choir, Trenton State
College Choi,r, Jersei City State
College Choir and the Glassboro State College Women 's

Play it smooth : just
pour Comfort,: over
ice and have your own
rncks concert. Neat! A
great p.:rformer with
c,lla. ? UP. toni c. orange
juice . milk . e tc .. too!

Nothing's so delicious as Southern Comfort9on-the-rocks !
SOUlHER~ COMFOR I r.ORPORA TION. 100 ~ROOF LIOU EUR. ST. LOUIS, MO 63132

Chorus. Among the high schools
will be Matawan Regional, Arthur L. Johnson Regional, Pascack Hills, South Hunterdon Regior,ial, Ridgewood, Paramus,
Edlson, Vernon Township, Toms
River, Woodbury, Toms River
South, Vineland, Atlantic City,
Triton Regional, Camden Catholic and Pitman, Frelinghuysen Jr.
High School will represent that
grade level.

Men&
Women
There will be an intramural softball captains meeting today in
room D127 at
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by Robert Kern
Everywhere one turns these
days he hears about the good old
days. Your parents talk about
them incessantly. Movies and
Broadway shoves the " Good Old
Days" down your collective
throat. Mostly what
has
happened is that the years have
dimmed the bad point and have
only left the good memories and
have cleaned them up a little.
I have no desire to return to
the good old days but I do have
one major regret.
Over the years I have watched
the growth of the large
nightclub. While they are pretty
and you can find an intimate
corner with that one wonderful
person, they lack ... personality . .
.warmth . . . individuality.
That corner bar where Archie
the manager would answer the
phone and tell you Duffy wasn 't
there. . .isn 't there. They've
gone. How many places can you
walk into and get your drink
without even asking? How many
bartenders ask you how you are.
.. and mean it?
I guess that's what I miss most. I
used to have a few places that I
could walk into and get the most
sincere hello of my life. The
bartenders knew me and cared .
Bartenders just don't care
anymore. The most friendly
words most say to you is
" freshen your glass? "
They used to care, they were
telepathic. They could tell
something was wrong and could
make it all work out with a grin.
~natra used to sing songs about
him. They so\v~ more problems
than the M111yo Brothers.

Now, with all the hardware
and chrome separating them
from the customers they've lost
contact with life. They don't have
time to pick up on vibes
anymore.
No, the old, caring, omniscient
mixologist is gone now.
I'm afraid he's gone for good.

a

There's been serious subject
· I've been wanting to write about
since this column began but it
never seem to fit in with the
jocular tone I set early in the
series. Alcoholism.
Drinking is fun . It can help you
unwind., . .sometimes. It can
make the world seem better. .
.sometimes.
But never all the time. No
speeches. No lectures. Next time
you're in a bar take a look at the
end and see that old guy with the
stubble and dirty jacket. Take a
good look at him.
Now back to our regularly
scheduled column ...
You've got people coming
over and you're wondering what
you can serve. A small party and
you want to make suggestions or
what would be appropriate.

GLAD HANDERS, CLOSE
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS
Cocktail Hour: Usual guest
preferences, but you might
suggest Jack Rose or Sazarac
cocktails. Serve Smorgasnacks.
South African Veldt music is excellent for listening or for
background.
Sunday Brunch : Go light on liquor with Sherry Flip or Milk
Punch. Accent on food. Whip up
some orange pancakes, eggs on
the side or French Fried
sandwiches served with
sausages . Serve in sunlight if possible.
After Sports : Dubonnet or
Whiskey Sour for relaxing.
Strong appetites can handle a
man sized hors d 'ouerve like
hamburger balls on toothpicks.

If it's winter a hot Tom and .Jerry,
with a log on the fire.
Midweek Evenings: Liven up
that bridge game with Madieras
and
Bacardis.
Chicken-feed
sandwiches:
diced chicken,
chopped peanuts, penny-sized
slices of black olives, and mayonnaise. And try conversation.
Midsummer Siesta : Greet
returning swimmers or awakening lollers with a heart-lifting
Plantar's Punch or Singapore
Sling. Sandwiches and Snowballs
(shaved ice packed into balls and
drenched with liqueurs) are a
bell-ringing combination .
After the Theatre: Hook up
the home recorder and let each
give his version of the star of the
evening. Porter or stout with a
midnight snack will bring down
the curtain.
The Outdoor Grill: Let them
try their luck at archery or target
shooting. Reward high scorers
with small broiled fish, butter or
sauce basted, and applejack.
Don 't forget the portable radio.
The Stirrup Cup: Hair of the
dog (one more of the same). A
Sherry Flip, or a bracer of stout or
ale are restful parting shots.

FAMILY, ELDERS, IN-LAWS,
COUNTRY COUSINS
Cocktail Hour: Pink Lady, dry
sherry, or Dubonnet for the
ladies; Bourbon Toddies for the
men. Harlequin Eggs (hard
boiled eggs stuffed with grated
carrots, beans, beets mixed with
mayonnaise) will excite pleased
murmurs.

Sunday
Brunch:
Sherry
Eggnog goes nicely here. Suggest
French Toast with honey or cinnamon and sugar. Cut flowers
for the table.
After Sports: Round out your
family circle with Mulled Claret
or Sloe Gin Fizzes. For a winner,
put crisp bacon and thin tomato
slabs between slices of hazelnut
toast.
Midweek Evening: Only to the
family are home movies a treat,
so don 't miss the chance while
they're sipping Dubonnet frappe
or travel wine. Might do some
home recording, too, for a future
playback.
Midsummer Siesta : Try the
Snowball trick on the elders using very sweet wine. The Sherry
Flip goes well, too, with light
canapes. Turn on easy but
thoughtful music - Manhattan
Towers for instance.
After the Theatre : Plant a
platter of cold fried chicken and
potato salad in the refrigerator
and casually suggest a raid-theicebox party. Sherry Flip or
Madiera for sipping while they
reminisce on the stars of
yesteryear.
The Outdoor Grill: Give them
the choice of Presidente
cocktail, ginger beer, or Riesling
Wine while they watch you spitturn a chi(;ken with chestnut
dressing. A cool bottle of white
wine goes well.
The Stirrup Cup: An egg drink
is always good here. Try a port
Flip or a ,rancy Milk Punch.

by Joe Torres, President of /.f.S.C.
By the time this article comes out, the Kean College 2nd Annual
Greek Olympics will be over. The winners of all the events will be
posted in. the next issue of this paper. The events that have gone off
are:
1. Volley Ball (winners)
Men-Nu Delta Pi •

Women-Delta Pi
2. Swimming Events (Winners)
A. 50 meten
Men-Nu Sigma Phi
Women-Sigma Beta Chi
B. 100 meters relay
Men-Nu Delta Pi
Women-Delta Sigma Pi
C. 100 meten sweat shirt-jeans relay
Men-Nu Sigma Phi
Women-Sigma Beta Chi
I would like to congratulate all the winners thus far and wish
everyone good luck in all of the up coming events.
Volleyball
Swimming
Foul Shooting
Arm Wrestling
Track & Field
Chugging Events

GREEK OLYMPICS SCHEDULE
April 10-Gym D
April 11-Pool
April 14-Gym D
April 14-Gym D
April 16-Football Field
April 18-Pub

7:00 p.m .
9:00 p.m ,
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m .
9:00 a.m.
1:40 p.m .

The nominations for the l.f.S.C. Executive Board have been announced and there have been some changes, they are:
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
,
Recording Sec.
Corr. Sec.

Steve Shupp
Jim Mahan
Jim Mahan
Monica Ulisse
Debbie Van Blarcon
Helene Klien
Barbara McHale
Nancy Padula

Nu Delta Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Sigma Theta Chi
Rho Theta Tau
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Zeta Delta Pi
Lambda Chi Rho

I would like to wish everyone running good luck and anyone wishing to run will have to be a write-in candidate. All nominations for the
1.F .S.C. Executive Board are closed. GOOD LUCK ALL
I would like to ask all the Greek groups to lend their services to the
College Community in the following events.
1. Hunaew-Aw..,__ 0.,, - April 27, 1978 (Thursday). For information, call Don Lumsden at 527-2049 or 527-2572, his office is in
VE-148.

2. Phone-A-Thon Drive - April 10-16. For information, call Mike
Lunga at 527-2526 or stop over the Alumni Directors office (2nd floor
Administration Bldg.)
3. Dance Marathon - April 28-30. Group meeting for dancers,
anyone helping out etc. will be held on April 16, 1976, at the Browsing
Room (7:30 p.m.). Send a representative if you are participating. For
information call the C.E.C. office at 351-5730.

Communications
l.F .S.C. will have a cake sale on May 2, 1976 in Hutchinson Hall from
3-9 p.m.
ratic and Republican candidates
Sigma Kappa Phi will have a jewerly sale on April 25, 1976 in Hutby Paul Davis
in November. Two of these
chinson from 39 p.m.
Have you noticed the Indy has people will be running for a seat
Nu Theta Chi is having a Car Wash on April 24, 1976 at the Franklin
a new column " ROLL CALL? " in the United States Senate.
State Ban1 (Townley Branch), the time is from 10 a.m. till 4 p.m.
This column will bring to you my
This important decision will be
Omega Sigma Psi is sponsoring a craft sale on April 20, 1976 from 9
view of the political scene here made in 47 days and it never ·
a.m. till 4 p.m. in the Student Center and also is having a cake sale
in New Jersey on the federal and ceases to amaze me that most
from 4 p.m. till 9 p.m. in Hutchinson Hall.
state level and when possible people do not know there is a
Nu Sigma Phi is having a basket of cheer and 50% of the profit will
your local government. To start primary coming up and out of
go to Multiple Serlosis. Drawing date to be set later.
with let me tell you a little bit the few people that do know
. I.F.S.C. chan1e-over-awards dinner, May 9, 1978 (Kingston Inn,
about myself, I am a 25-year-old most will not vote. FurtherMorris Ave.). Tickets for the dinner are being sold now, so get them
Political Science major from more, the overwhelming mawhile they are hot. Tickets must be returned by May 2, 1976, no tickets
Fanwood, N.J. My interest in jority do not even know who the
will be sold at the door (price $7.50 per person).
politics began at the ripe old age candidates are.
of 6 as a gopfer in the local camHow many times have you
paign for John F. Kennedy. I am heard someone say "why vote in
now a Democratic Committee- a primary I am going to save my
though Bell denies it, that he was also has served in the State
man from the second district of vote for the big one in
sent here by the conservative Assembly and the State Senate.
Fanwood. My political ex- November." Then wheA
wing of the Republican party to
The last contender is Dick
perience has run the gamut from November rolls around the same
test Sen. Case who has, for a Leone, although Leone has
from the aforementioned gopfer people say " why vote it's just a
Republican, a very liberal voting never held elective office he is
to student intern as a legislative matter of the worst of two evils. "
record . Aside from the names of no stranger to the political arena.
aide to Congressman Michael If you are one of the people that
the runners there has been little A resident of New Jersey for 15
Blouin of Iowa in his Washing- feel that the latter statement is
action in the Republican corner, years, Leone was an Administraton office. I have worked on true then vote on June 6th and
campaigns large and small, U.S. try to get the best candidate.
so lets see what the Democrats tive Assistant to Gov. Richard J.
Hughes. He also served as exare considering.
Senate to Town Council.
You may now decide that you
There are three Democratic ecutive director of the White
Hopefully this column will keep want to vote in the primary but
contenders who would like to House Task Force on Cities, and
you informed about your now you say " who's running."
government and the people in- . Let me enlighten you. The face the Republican opposition was New Jersey State Treasurer.
volved in it as well as the people
Republicans have two can- in November. The best known Leone has been active in several
who would like to be in it. Now didates in the race, U.S. Senator name among them is former campaign posts with numerous
that I have said hello to you lets Clifford Case the incumbent is Knick star Bill Bradley. Bradley is candidates including Gov.
get started.
seeking re-election . Case has a • newcomer to the field of Brenden Byrne.
We now have six weeks for the
You may wonder at times why
been in the Senate for 24 years politics and has been a resident
there is so much madeohotingl and is considering unbeatable in of New Jersey for about five Primary and six candidates conyears. This is his first attempt at an sider . I will bring you
Editorials in the Independent, the primary. Jeffery Bell does not
voter registration drives and the
believe this and is challenging elect ive office. On the other side background information on
of the coin we have former State each of them in this column
like. One reason for this is comCase, Bell is a former aid to Gov.
ing up, on June 6th when a Ronald Reagan and came to New Senator Alex Menza, who is no within the next few weeks and
handful of people will go to the Jersey.last year . Once Bell estab- stranger to government having hope to_ make you a well inpolls and cast their ballot -to , lished :r e; idency he declared his been at one time a committee- formed citizen so that when you
' decide who will be the Deinoc- ' intention. Many people believe, man and Mayor of Hillside. He VOTE you will know why!
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Lou Reed-Street Hassle, Artista
" Well if it ain 't the .oJd Rock_and_Roll An imal himself. Whatcha
been doi ng?" Standing on a corner. " What you got in yo ur hand? "
With a suitcase in my hand. " No Shit I What it isl " . . . " Fkin ' faggot junkie" ... etc. etc. If you recognize the answers to questions here, you
may be a Lou Reed fan, and you definitely deserve this album.
For some reason, I've always been able to draw a parallel between a
Lou Reed album and a corresponding David Bowie album, ever since
the Transformer/ Ziggy Stardust period. The second cut on this new
effort (and I mean effort) from Lou , ' Dirt' even has that hypnotic
drone effect heard in some of Bowie's latest work .
The quotes at the beginning of this review are from the opening
cut, 'Gimme Some Good Times,' which is built around a variation on
th_e theme of the old Velvet Underground hit, 'Sweet Jane.'
Before I go any further, let me make it clear that Lou Reed did not
'go punk' on this LP. Ever since his Velvet days, when the violence was
spontaneous, he has been a punk. An eccentric, and (whether you
notice ~ or not) very intelligent punk. Let's face it, punk is nothing
new. So all of you guys who think you ' re cool 'cos you got leather
jackets and hang at CBGB's and fell different, are not. It took you
pretty long to catch up with Lou . And Pete Townshend (who outgrew
it before you even started to do it), Elvis (Presley), the list goes on
(Mick, Roger, David, Iggy, etc.).
But anyway, I rate this album along with the Transformer and Rock
and Roll Animal LP's. Lou playsalmostall the guitars, does all the writing and really creates something to remember this time. No obscure
bullshit this time. He's got something to say and he says it, in his own
perverted way .
Take, for instance, ' I Wanna Be Black,' the opening cut of side two. I
can understand his sentiments. Whiteness can be so bland
sometimes. My favorite line is ' I don't want to be a fked up middle
class college student anymore (that's right, kiddies, so why don't you
burn Daddy's Bloomingdales' credit card). But you know he has
nothing against Jews or Blacks or anybody else he talks about in the
song. It's so hard these days to make an outrageous statement. I think
he did it with this one.
Musically, the album is the best he's done since Rock and Roll
Animal, from the onimous strings on 'Street Hassle' to his own quasijazz guitar licks on ' I Wanna Be Black.' All in all, Lou Reed draws an
cellent caricature of himself on this LP, and shows that he may have
come to grips with all or most of the problems that have kept him in
creative limbo for so long. To sum up, I'd have to say, " It's good to
have you back, Lou. "
Bob Trupiano, Editor
Music Box-WKCU

Harry Chapin at the Morris Stage
_!.~ nding a Harry Chapin
concert 1s un 1ke atlencfmg any
other concert in the world! First
of all, Harry Chapin loves his
audience. And the audience is
half a Harry Chapin show. A
Chapin concert is like a huge
sing-a-long. Harry teaches you
the words, assignes you your par1
(" Okay, you guys in the cheap
seats sing the deep part),
provides the music and you
provide the fun.
Not only is a Chapin concert a
" fun" concert, but it's also a
serious musical event. Having
played The Morris Stage, Morristown, several times before (also

sell outs), Harry broke away from
his traditional " Greatest Stories
7: 1ve
fo rma . nstea ,
e
replaced it with a " musical
journey" through his last seven
albums, in rough chronalogical
order.
He opened his March 22
appearance with a rather strange
medley of tunes from Dance
Band on the Titanic, his latest
ablum. He then moved right into
"Taxi," his biggest hit, and
perhaps one of his best songs.
From that point on Harry
plunged into his musical
journey. Included were most of
his hits, includ ing : Cat's in the
Cradle, WOLD, Dance Band on

Crack

Rick Witkowski 's synthesizer of
spacey rock effects.
" A Night on the Town (with
Snow White) " is straight out of a
Queen album, its incredible how
much they sound alike. Bits and
pieces of the album have been
" borrowed" from other artists.
" Flashlights" is a terrific rock
song, the bursts of guitar playing
are the best I've ever heard.
My favorite is " Ligh~en Up
McGraw," which is done perfectly . The guitar playing is straight-

forward " Heavy Metal " jams,
and Cappells lyrics are at their
best.
The title track, " Safety in
Numbers," falls short and is
mediocre at best.
I can best describe this album
as smooth . Guitar riffs and crashing choruses are neatly
patt~rned like a ballet. The band
really cooks at times, and its
worth listening to.
Lenny Matarese

The

The banjo followed the fiddle,
and was purchased by most
through mail order catalogs. Not
many years later, around 1900,
the guitar and the Hawaiian
guitar or dobro were available in
the catalogs and these
instruments soon formed the
nucleus of a Bluegrass band.

The Strawbs-Deadlines, Artista
On this album, I was forced to
bid a tearful farewell to
ola

and 'Bursting at the Seams' and
through the critical lashing they

Sidwell

tooli: with 'Ghosts,' 'Nomadness•·

friend. Dave Cousins, the driving
force behind this once thriving
and highly creative group, is just
about played out. I think the association between being a sage
and being an old man has gone
to his head and he has become
senile. He can still write a great
song, like the closer for this wax,
'Words of Wisdom,' but only at
certain times of the day when he
can get his thoughts together.
The rest of the album is not
really worth mentioning because
it just fades into the background
and leaves me with no impression at all. This is really sad,
because I did my best to stick
with them through thick and
thin . Through the beauty and
success on ' Brave New World'

Land is Your Land',.. then you·

and 'Deep Cuts.' But this is
where I draw the line. I really did
like those last three albums,
regardless of what the critics
said. And I wanted to like this
one. But I can 't.
The only original Strawbs are
David Cousins and Dave
Lambert. Chas. Cronk (bass)
came in later, replacing John
Ford (of Hudson/Ford fame). I
believe that this has had an
adverse effect on their lack of
creativity. It's a shame. I would
advise Dave Cousins to pack it in
and let us remember them the
way they were and I would advise you to steer clear of this
album . I guess it had to end ...

Sgt. Peppers-Niteclub Review, Al
Schaefer & Bill Garrabrant
" We're Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band, we hope you
have enjoyed the show . .. " Sorry , Sarge, but we didn't enjoy
your show. As a matter of fact we
didn 't even like your dub!
First let's look at the actual
club. To start things off let's look
at the " decor. " Last year's
Christmas Decorations complete
with blinking lights, doesn 't
make it with us. The rest of the
" decor" was equally bland, with
four stucco walls interlaced with
room air-conditioners. The environment is made complete
with a series of blinking lights
beh ind plexiglass covering the
roof of the dance floor. The
effect of this light show was
remin iscent o f somebody's
cellar.
There were three bars in Sgt.
Pepper's. Their drinks were

potent, but highly overpriced at
$1.75 for a Tom Collins. The bar
itself was interesting, being
made of wood with covers from
rolling papers laminated on the
surface. This was probably the
nicest part of the entire place.

have been introduced to folk
singer Woody Guthrie. But introductions are only surface layer.
What goes down past the melody
and lyrics are the emotions,
feelings, - trials, • tribulations,
thoughts and actions of
someone who has felt the aura of
his environment, and was able to
transform this spirit into words
and music for those who
couldn't.
Woody's new book, " Seeds of
Man," can now be picked up at
the library. It was written in
nineteen forty-nine, but has just
now been copyrighted by his
widow, Marjorie. The book is the
product of three separate
manuscripts, compiled to form a
single version of an adventure
trip to the Rio Grande. Woody
writes in a style that is easy going
and humorous, making use of
early twentieth century TexanMexican dialect to add warmth
to a true story of four kinfolk,
traveling in search of their Paw
Paw Jerry's gold and silver mine.
Certainly not the last of
America 's folk heros, but
probably one of the funnier
ones, Woody Guthrie has cut a
path across America, with song
and story, that can still be heard
echoing through canyons and
caverns, cities and suburbs.
" Seeds of Man " goes deeper
than the lyric and warms the
heart. more than the strummed
chord, and places ol ' Woody (in
my opinion) alongside writers
like Kerouac, HEMINGWAY, and
Faulkner. His play on words is a
poets fantasy and his presence
can be felt throughout the entire
story.

an

Bob Trupiano, Editor
Music BOX-WKCU

The band, The Other Side, was
raunchy, and loud with a
soundman whose favorite effect
was known as " feedback ." Great
for the ears.
The crowd was a typical hard
rock crowd. The dress was
casual, tee shirts, blue jeans, and
demin jackets .. Not a crowd for
disco freaks!
_ We would strictly recommend
this dub, located on Route 35 in
Hazlet, for hard rock fans . For
the average club soer it's too
loud, too plain , and much too
expensive.
Bruce Sidwell

Music Box-WKCU

w

The

Sky- " Safety

in

Numbers"

At last I An American band that
looks and sounds British. Crack
the Sky's new album , " Safety in
Numbers," could rival any
Fleetwood Mac or Led Zeppelin
for the top spot on the U.K.
music scene.
Their songs have the typical
pattern of many British rock
bands: acoustic guitar melodies
turn into crashing synthesized
guitar chords, that turn classical.
They're all perfectly woven
together, with no rough edges.
Aside from this, Crack the Sky
has some really beautiful songs.
" Long Nights" isa ballad of loneliness and old age, Rob Stevens
piano echoes throught the song,
floating it along with Gary Lee
Cappell's high energy vocals.
The crashing guitars in
" Nuclear Apathy" blend with
Sees of Man-a book by Bruce

If you've ever heard "This

Al Schaefer,
Bill Garrabrant

Music

That

Is

Called

Bluegrass

Most types of music today
have histories that carry way
back, some more exemplative
than others. Such as Jazz, traced
back to African origin while Classical dates back to the early first
century, Europe, and Gregorian
chant. Rock and Roll is considered to be aging considerably
while

country

and

turned pop .to survive.

western

. .

When C&W changed clothes

and left for the city, it left a country cousin to tend the
homestead. But over the last
thirty or so years, while staying
home, Bluegrass matured, and
developed qualities and
manners that C&W would never
attain. Never belted out in
drunken fervor, Bluegrass has
borrowed techniques from art
music to achieve an accepted
sound to different ears. Banjo ·
playing using all five fingers,
chromatic and moda'I scales is
only over-shadowed by vocal
harmonies from trained and
precise voices, blending in with
their acoustic instruments.
A five string banjo, a guitar, an
upright bass, a fiddle and maybe
a dobro makeup the average
band. The fiddle came first borrowed from early ancestors in
the British Isles. It was this
European violin that survived ,
and the style of playing altered as
time passed in the central Appalachias of America.

the Titanic, 30,000 Pounds of
Banan~!'2..d _!?~earns Go By.
He closed the show with his
traditional ending, Circle. Harry
not only has the audience wildly
singing and clapping, he gets the
road crew, celloist, and
soundman to sing solosl
After this outrageous ending,
Harry appeared in the lobby to
autograph tee shirts and
programs, with all proceeds going to World Hunger Year, a
non-profit organization fighting
world hunger. Overall, a great
concert.
Al Schaefer
Music Box-WKCU

Music Box-WKCU

Bluegrass is not that old considering the "Father of
Bluegras~," BIii Monroe, \s st\\\
alive and~s . .

•••••m,-le

of what good grass is supposed to
sound like. The "Monroe" style
of tenor singing has brought
tears to the eyes of many because
of it's 'lonesome' inflection and
has caused many a child to pick
up an instrument to emulate
him. Monroe's heydey was during the forties and fifties which
leads to the question; what does
a modern bluegrass band sound
like ?

Bluegrass is pretty much the
same as when it first blossomed,
in the late thirties. The
instruments are the same except
some people who are called innovative (or who think they are)
have begun using electrified
banjos and fiddles to spice up
their performance. Whether
electric instruments can be incorporated into Bluegrass
without affecting the overall performance is a question that
hasn 't been answered yet.
Bruce Sidwell
Music Box-WKCU

WKCU's Most Played Vinyl
Week Ended April 14, 1978
1. Elvis Costello
2. Jefferson Starship
3. Rutles
4 . Wet Will ie
5. Strawbs
6. Meatloa f
7. ELO
6. Bunch o f Stiffs
9. Billy Cobham
10. Crack the Sky
11. Blondie
12. Man fred Mann
13. Noel Po inter
14. Bob Marley & The Wa ilers
15. Kansas
16. Foghat
17. Billy Joel
16. Gene Page
19. Patti Smith
20. Fotomaker

My Aim is True
Earth
Rutles
Manne rism
Deadl ines
Bat Out o f Hell
Out o f the Blue
Stiffs live
Mag ic
Safety in Numbers
Plastic letters
Watch
Hold On

Columbia
Grunt
Warner Bros.
Epi c
Arista
Epi c
Jet
Arista
Columbia
lifesong
Ch rysa lis
Warner Bros.

Ka ya

Island
Ki rshner
Bearsville
Columbia
Arista
Artista
At lantic

Poin t o f Know Return
Foghat live
The Stranger
Close Encounters
Easter
Fotomaker
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Pase 10

Mongo Santa Maria-Heavenly

Photo b y John Heyn

Monso's piano player, Bill O 'Connell awaits his cue.

Sloan Lounge is Full of...

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Monso, Lee Smith and Hector Aponte (vocalist) receive praise on pa11e 15.

Photo by Ralph A bbate
• Photo by Ralph Abbate

•••coffee addicts, tea addicb, music addkb, conversation addicts and COFFEEHOUSE.

Soloins - one of the most rewardln11 experiences one can have it applaused directed at one's .self by an ,1ppreclatJve ,1udlence.
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Photo by Ralph Abbate

Those mallet swinging judges: (I to r) Joe C.mgione, Sung "Joe" Kang and Cllff Pusey.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Master of Ceremonies Ruuell C. Stokes, introduces the next act.

Gonged in the
Prime of Life

Photo b y Ralph Abbate

Believe it or not, there were some pretty fair acts. For review see page 15 •

Could These People ·Be
in the Class of '82 ?

Photo b y Ralph Abbate

1dents act as tour guides. "Do you see this tree) It is a fir tree. It's aled a fir tree because
pves us fur for coats. ••"

Photo b y Ralph Abbate

Incoming freshmen are taken around campus to become
more famU.r with their future ,!urroundlnp.

INDEPENDENT

Forsythia -hasburst i nto s un~- -Mercy, ""'p";(is h-Cente0 ulliva~
shine color at Downs Hall, Dr ., Jersey
City ;
Topic :
around Willis and on the fences. " Understanding
Me-Fi nally,
With the trees budding and 434-7500.
students sitting on the lawns, the
Wednesday, April 26, St. Paul 's
changing of seasons creates a School, 187 Wyckoff Ave.,
sense of rebirth and creativity. Ramsey; Topic: " Music, God
In celebration of a personal and Me", 327-0976.
Spring, visit The College Gallery
Thursday, April 27, St. Theresa
at Vaughn-Eames Hall, Monday School, 310 Morris Ave., Sumthrough Friday 10 a.m.-2 p.m. mit; Topic: " A Lawyer Answers
and 5 p.m.-7 p.m. to enjoy the Your Questions" , 277-3700.
Graduate Exhibition.
Advance notice is being given
It is always inspiring to report for the appear ance of Adrienne
examples of people reaching out Rich, poetess and teacher on
to aid others. Somerset County May 9, 1978 at Drew University.
announces the formation of a Registration closes on May 1st
Center to provide help for the and Mrs. Rich states a willingvictims of domestic violence and ness, a desire to open up particirape. It will be in operation as of pation with her audience. For,.
April 20th and can be reached at further information call Jane
685-1122. A drop-in center is Newman at 377-3000 ext. 324.
Women can also enroll for a
available at 100 West Main Street,
summer
internship in politics
Somerville, N.J. Projected plans
include a full-scale women 's and public service at the Washcenter for which the county ington Institute for Women in
Politics-a seven week session
hopes to be funded.
permitting participation with the
The Ministry to Divorced nation 's leading decision-makCatholics offers many interesting ers. The deadline for registraand useful programs for the tion is May 5, 1978, is open to all
month of April as listed : you college women and men and,
don 't have to be a Catholic to since enrollment is limited a reattend. Time : 8:00 p.m.
quest for an application must be
Sunday, April 23, Queen of sent
quick I y to : TH E
Peace School, 404 Maywood WASHINGTON INSTITUTE for
Ave., Maywood; Topic: " Father, WOMEN in POLITICS Mount
I'd Like An Annulment", 845- Vernon College, 2100' Foxhall
9566.
Road, N.W., Washington, D.C.
Monday, April 24, Our Lady of 20007, (202) 331-3418.

Clos;,: t o home and7ess expensive, free in fact, is a
Women 's Conference at Essex
County College in Newark, New
Jersey. Enrollment for Thursday,
April 27, 1978 from 9:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m. will be limited to 100
participants and has two
interests: concerns ·of women in
general
and
personal
self
awareness. There will be leetures, workshops and opportunities for interaction .
On campus, WOMAN TALK is
delighted to highlight a speaker
who will exemplify one of our
own
interests-continuing
educati?ri· Join us _to meet
Jacqueline _G raham, Director _o f
the Summit Area Community
School, on Wednesday, May
26th at noon . Her interest in
growth is personal as well as
professic_>nal.
.
. Speaking ?f Spring, opportunI~y presents itself on Sunday, :-4'Pnl 23rd at Kean College of Union,
N.J. to RUN-FOR-FUN . For any
inforr~ation _call 201-588-YMCA,
the Five Points Branch Y~~A,
sponsor of the runathon . This Is a
healthy way to shape-up for
white slacks and summer bathing
suit~.
.
Pick up an issue of New
Woman magazine at the
newsstand. This is a woman's
magazine anyone could _enj<_>y
and learn from. Makes a niceg1ft
to a friend you really value .. .
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by Father Rich Garcia
" Oh GodIf there is a God
Save my Soul
If I have a Soul."
The above is, of course, the
classic prayer of the agnostic the person who really doesn 't
know if there is a God and ends
up neither affirming it nor denying it. The reasons for such a
position may be as many as there
are individuals but there are a
few possibilities, such as; a
previous attempt to establish the
fact in one's life either alone or
through an organized religion
has failed, or just a general lack
of interest in the question, or a
latent fear of actually finding the
answer to the question.
Whatever the reasons I can assure you that the above prayer is
not every person 's prayer.
Many have come to a more
positive and fulfilling answer to
this question - a yes answer - a
confirmation of His existence
and ·a willingness to react to it in

WKCU
Sun., April 23
8:00
Browsing Rm
General Meeting

their lives. · 1
It is an exciting thing for me to
be part of the Campus Ministry ·
Team here at Kean College. It has
been a very affirming experience
for me in talking with students,
staff, faculty and administration
to find a resounding " Yes" to the
question of God 's existence.
An Invitation
An opportunity to share in th is
" Yes" response on an organized
level is provided by three groups
on campus that are open to every
member of the Kean College
Family. These groups are Jewish Student Union
Christian Fellowship
Catholic Campus Ministry
Information on these groups
can be found posted on campus
or in the Campus Ministry Office
located in the Bookstore
Building.
So, if you are a " Yes" person
and would like to find out why
others are, we invite you to stop
by any of the meetings or the office anytime.

WKCU
Executive Meeting
Tues., April 25
1 :40 College Hr.

Ruth Gordon Charms
by Nancy Crespo ·
Phi-Theta-Alpha, the Latin
Sorority, would like to thank the
president and vice-president of
the Latin Fraternity, Gus .Garcia
and Joe Ginarte, and the president and vice-president of the
Spanish Cultural and Social
Club,Rafael Pizarro and Henry
Munoz for their cooperation in
the planning of our Spring
Dance. Thanks a lot guys!
Phi-Theta-Alpha, el club de
Solidaridad Latina, quiere
agradecer la cooperacion del
presidente vice-presidente de la
Fraternidad Latina, Agustin Garcia y Jose Ginarte y del presidente y vice,presidente del Club
Cultural y Social Hispano, Rafael
Pizarro y Henry Munoz en los
preparativos de nuestro Baile de
Pr i mavera . Muchas gracias

chicosl
La Ejecutiva
Latin Sorority
Que Pasa U.S.A. is a Latin
comedy series on T.V.
The Penas are a Cuban-American family struggling in Miami.
The family consists of three
generations. The teenagers,
Carmen and Joe, prefer to speak
English, the parents are more
comfortable speaking Spanish
and the grandparents don 't
speak any English at all.
The series is bilingual. It comes
alive when you understand both
languages. The program is only a
half-hour long but it has a lot of
comedy and entertainment. It
portrays typical Latin family
situations.
The program could be seen on
PBS.

''Hans Cuts it''
Arts Dialouge presents
Hans Hokanson,Wood Sculptor
Hans Hokanson, famous wood
sculptor, will be presented by
Arts Dialouge during College
Hour on Tuesday, April 25, 1978
at 1 :40 p.m. in room VE 115. The
artist will be giving a slide
presentation and lecture about
his work and demonstrating his
wood carving technique.
Mr. Hokanson works in both
an abstract and representational
style. From massive elm and walnut trees found among the
woods surround-'ing his home
the sculptor releases with mallet
and chisel image!I of scissors,
juggler's pins, bawler hats,
booted feet and other everyday
objects. Hans Hokanson states
"These images I work with why do I do a bowler hat or a
juggler's pinl Maybe because
they are really available. I see
them everyday." The image is a
pair of scissors, but what it is .

really all about is the creeks and
meadows and water and woods
around this place. " The Swedish
born American Artist craves out
of nature a monumental representation of his world. In his
work, Hans Hokanson reverses
the roles of man-made objects
and nature . he creates a world
that is in between and interchangable. The substance is
wood but the medium is actu ally nature, his forms are objects
but the subject is man. Hans
Hokanson believes, " What is abstract is realistic, and what is real-istic is abstract. "

April 25, 1978
Science Org. Mtg.
1:40 College Hr.
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by Deborah Grazi
"Can you hear mel That's what
I came here for!" And that's how
Ruth Gordon, international star
of stage and screen greeted her
capacity audience in Wilkins
theatre last Monday night. The
abundance of white hair in the
audience, (so tliat's where all the
tickets went!) along side the odd
Kean .student attested to Ms.
Gordon 's still active 63 year
career in show business. She is
loved by young and old alike.
She wasn't sure she could
make the lecture until the last
moment, " I was sick as a God
damn dog! Ooctors are great but
they don 't know a thing about
colds! " Her personal remedy for
these ailments was the best I've
heard in many moans, " be adorable to yourself, just lovely. " It
must have worked because she
didn 't so much as sniffle during
the proceeding hour and a half
and looked as fit and trim as a 60
yr. old (that's a compliment she's 82).
The evenings fare was autobiographical for the most part,
ranging from her birth and first
memories to reminiscing about
the many diverse roles she's
played and her friendship with
the late Thorton Wilder.
Born 1896 in Quincy, Massachusetts as Ruth Gordon Jones,
she began the evening with a
humorous account of the event.
It seems her mother was having a
hard tim~ after the birth so the
doctor " tossed me off somewhere. They could hear me right
across the street at the Congregational Church, " and then
attended her mother. A little tidbit, they were going to nam e her
Ethel, imagine Ethel Gordon in
lights.
The memories came back
easily for Ms. Gordon; the time
the liberty bell came to Quincy
(" Can you see the crackl" ) to her
first appearance in front of an
audience at Mrs. Moorhouse's
musidile, playing "The Pixie's
Drill" on piano. All the while her

ageless, graceful hands punctuated and adorned her sentences as a true born-to-thestage actress's should.
At 15, " I didn 't know what I
wanted to be" but I wanted to go
to a college that would teach me
how to make a lot of money."
Her words not mine. Instead that
year she paid a fateful visit to the
Colonial Theatre in Boston to see
a sacay little play called "The
Pink Lady." It was there that
voices spoke to her " much in t,h e
same way they did to Joan of Arc.
They said, " Go on state Ruth, be
an actress." This passage was delivered if you can imagine with
Ms. Gordon 's unerring sense of
vocal inflection.
With her parents support, she
went to New York to study acting, but at the end of the first
year was told she was " unsuited
for the stage. Don 't come back.
" Despite the setback she went
on to become a movie extra at Ft.
Lee, N.J. for $5 a week in 1915.
Ruth Gordon is perhaps best
known for her work in movies
these days but her true forte ' is
the theatre without a doubt. She
has appeared to great acclaim in
such classics as Ibsen 's A Doll's
House, Chekov's Three Sisters,
and Shaw's Mrs. Warren's Profession. Oddly enough she has
yet to win a Tony awc1rd. However her role in the film Rosemary's Baby did garner her an
Oscar.
A question and answer session followed her talk during
which one gentleman told her
that "Where's Pappal" (with
George Segal) was the funniest
film he'd ever seen . Ms. Gordon
replied that it hadn 't done well at
the box office and felt that
"Where's Pappal" was too far
ahead of its time. "Harold and
Maude" was favored more by
the audiences.
Asked to comment about
Vanessa Redgrave's behavior at
the Academy Awards last month,
Ms. Gordori tearfully exclaimed
that it was "unforgivable" but

went on to say that Redsrave was
one of the finest actresses in the
world . She generally disliked the
whole award show. " They
looked like a bunch of dress extra 'sl " is how she described the
array of former Oscar winners
that appeared in one of the
musical numbers. She had
decljned an invitation to appear
and said, " Woody Allen was right
not to go."
Ms. Gordon left to a standing
ovation.

Kean College will observe
Hunger Awareness Day on
Thurscliiy, April 27, with
special programs at the
College Center from 12:00
· noon to 2:00 p.m. and from
6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.1 in the
Little Theatre. The noon
program will feature Jim Kerr,
a disc jockey at WPIX-FM in
New York, and musical entertainment by Smoke. The
evening program will include
representatives from hunger
organizations sharing information on various approaches for dealing with the
hunger problem.
Fr. Rich Garcia of Kean
College Campus Ministries
explained the purpose of the
day as, "To increase awareness about the problems of
world hunger and to explore
practical responses people
can make to reduce the impact of food shortages on
human beings."
Information on world
hunger will be available at
several campus locations during the day, films will be
shown in Sloan Lounge, and
members of the campus community will have the opportunity to donate cash and
food products for hunger
relief. It is suggested that
people forego the noon meal
or have only soup and
beverage and donate the normal cost of the meal to hunger
programs.
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''Brown Sugar Bubbles"
by Lynn Richmond
The Paper Mill Playhouse's
presentation of Bubbling Brown
Sugar is a singing, swinging hurrah for the Harlem of yesteryear. Prancing into the years
between 1920 and 1940 the audience is · treated to the songs,
dances, moods and attitudes
which made the clubs of Old
Harlem the mecca of New York
nightlife.
Many of the cast members are
from the original Broadway Production and the p1ofessionalism
is obvious, for the fast-paced
compilation sweeps along leaving the audience breathless.
Vaudeville routines are interspersed with such jazz classics as Duke Ellington 's " Take the
" A " Train ," " It Don 't Mean A
Thing" and " Solitude." The stars
of this musical revue are the
songs but it was the cast that
brought them alive, with innovative arrangements and panoramic vocal intrinacies that did
justice to the blues as well as
gospel and jazz.
Cab Calloway, the King of HiDe-Ho, fittingly stars as the guide
that leads us thru the hallowed

halls of black nos-talgia. Beginning his long legendary career at
Harlem's Cotton Club he continues to do what he does best entertain . His rendition of " Min. ni'e the Moocher" catalyzied an
audience sing-along and a standing ovation .
The limited plot is but a vehicle
to present the songs and attitudes, prevalent during this era.
Irene Paige (Marilyn Johnson)
and John Sage (Cab Calloway)
offer to take a young couple, Jim
(Chip Garnett) and Ella (Terry
Burrell) back through time to explore Harlem at its best. An interesting
contrast
between
modern language and mores
develops as the young couple
cope with such outmoded words
as " cool" and " Hep" and such
antiquated attitudes as discrimination.
The interplay between
Calloway and Johnson is · a
delightful quibbling of low-key
humor which highlights her
thirty year attempt to snare Sage
into . the binds of holy matrimony.
Marilyn Johnson gives a superb performance as the female

''Charles Berlitz Lends
Bermuda Tri-angle Info''

member of a vaudeville trio. One
moment earthy, bluesy the next
moment razor-tongued she conveys throughout the ex-citement and meaning of Old
Harlem. " Honeysuckle Rose"
and " There'll be Some Changes
Made" were revived by her
effervescent rendition to the ecstatic enjoyment of the autumnaged audience. The theme of the
entire revue was personified in
Johnson's solo, " That's What
Harlem Means to Me. "
Contributing more than his
third of the humor, David Bryant
as Checkers careened through
scintilating risque VERSION of
" Pray for the Lights To Go Out,"
a bawdy ballad detailing the
Philistine philanderings of a promiscuous Deacon .
Richard Casper as Charlie the
Harvard Nerd joins the tour of
prohibition Harlem at the invitation of Judy, a female Nightclub singer (Mimi Moyer). Even
he is touched by the infectuous gaiety of the nightlife and
conde-scends to be a participant. Casper gives a magnificent
performance as the jerk you love
to hate.
Bubbling Brown Sugar's backdrop was a hodge-podge comglomeration of defunct record
labels, old clubs and groups of
the thirties. The irridescent set
was a g~rish synthesis of bright
abound in history;· even
Shakespeare mentions "the still-vexed Bermoothes" (in The

Tempest).

by Chris Jarocha
& Lynn Richmond
" Where ' s the
Bermuda
Triangle man?" asked an evening
student, wandering the halls of
Hutchinson like a latter-day Vandervecken, all at sea.
Charles Berlitz, author, archeologist, scuba diver, linguist,
is the " Bermuda Triangle man. "
Yes, Charles Berlitz is related
to the language Berlitz; he's a
grandson o f the language school
founder, said statement bringing
to mind many possible variants
on the theme of the Berlitz
School o f Alien Languages .
His dark eyebrows frame his
pouched eyes, and the recent
addition o f a small, gray, handlebarred mustache gives him the
air o f a tenured professor of
Obscure Stud ies. He is a
colleagtJe to other such mystery
investigators : the late Ivan
Sanderson, Gardner Soule, John
Wallace Spencer, Vincent Gaddis. These names should be
familiar to t hose who browse.
Their reprinted books filled the
wire ra cks o f many a summer
dru gsto re. But, it must be made
clear, th ey are famili ar because
Berl itz made t hem so .
The Berm uda Tri angle craze of
a few years back was caused by
Charles Be rlitz, or, ra t her, it was

caused by Charles Berlitz's publishers. As the author of such
books as The Mystery of Atlantis,

Mysteries of Forgotten Worlds,
the best-selling The Bermuda
Triangle, and the recent (1977)
Without a Trace, Berlitz has
become one of the leading unofficial authorities on mysteries of
the sea . He is also one of the few
researchers whose mysteries
haven 't been easily expli!ined
away by official sources.
Last week, Berlitz brought a little bit of the Triangle into the
Hutchinson Hall Auditorium,
where he entertained a large
audien ce with authenticated accounts of disappearences in t he
Triangle, a slide show of t he
beautiful area that comprises the
Triangle proper, and a sense o f
w it and irony that few people
seemed to appreciate.
What is the Bermuda Triangle?
It's an area o ff of the southern
Atlantic coast, a triangle with
vertices at Miami, Puerto Rico,
and (o f course) Bermuda. It incl udes not only the sea w ithin
that area but the sky above it,
too . Part o f the legendary
Sa rga sso Sea, t he seaweed
choked "Graveyard o f Lost
Sh ips," is contained in the
Triangle. References to st ran ge
goings-on o ff t he Ber muda coast

Berlitz's lecture was essentially
a condensation ·of his Bermuda
Triangle, with occasiona!
references to his new Without a
Trace, which expands on che
theories behind the disappearances. Because the vanishi ngs
are so easily documented, the
theories were the most interesting part. Basically, they fall into
two categories : the " natural "
and the " caused." The " caused "
theories all have to do with
aliens, and are thus unprovable
(until Close Encounters comes
true) , or secret government experiments, which are also unprovable but for reasons of insufficient data.
" Insufficient data" is also the
reason the " natural " theories are
still theories, but where
government experiments can 't
be proved because of security,
the " natural " theories simply
need more time and energy (and
money) to investigate.
The common explanation is
that a storm swallowed the missing ships (both aircraft and sea
vessles.) The nature o f these
storms is unknown, but they
could be thunderstorms, hurricanes, tornadoes, waterspouts,
or giant waves. However, hurricane season is from June to
September, and prime t ime for
vanish ings is between December
and February . This pattern tends
to support an unknown, but
" natural," cause. Storms, too, are
rarely reported at the same time
or in t he same area as t he
d isappearences .
Seismi c occu ren ces are a
strong possi b il ity. Geologists
know comparat ively little about
t he subterranean stresses o f t he
ocean fl oor, as shown by t he
rece nt tectonic . plate theory o f
con tinental drift. There· are! in .

neon lights and colors which
enhanced the flickering undulations of the captivating clublife.
If Bubbling Brown Sugar has
any drawbacks it is the volume of
the band. Although musically
correct and note perfect, the
loud blare often drowned the
singers. This was particularly irritating on Ursuline Kairson's
number " God Bless the Child."
Her voice could charm angels

and any accompaniment at all
would be superflous.
The Papermill Playhouse's presentation of Bubbling Brown
Sugar was two hours of solid
packed entertainment. This excursion into Harlem of years
gone by is an exhilerating
memorable introduction to our
musical and cultural heritage
and the songs and people which
made it.

the Bermuda area, crevasses
known as " blue holes," which
occasionally demonstrate
powerful suction. However, too
little is known of these, and one
gets the idea that they are listed
as a cause simply because it
hasn 't been proven that they're
not a cause.
Berlitz's own favorite theory
has to do with electromagnetic
force3 (many of the last messages
rece ived from vanjshed ships
and planes report electromagnetic disturbances). This
theory was first proposed by Ivan
Sanderson , who found twelve
such anomalic areas in the world,
all occuring " between latitudes
30 ° and 40° north and south of
the Equator." One such area is
off the Japanese coast, and it is
referred to by the Japanese as
" the Devil's Sea ." However,
quips Berlitz, the Japanese have a
logical explanation for their
disappearences; they blame
t hem on dragons.
The electromagnetic anomaly
theory is one of the wilder ones,
lending as it does to possibilities
of time-space wraps and other
equally myster i ous ( but
" natural ") phenomena . Unfortunately, it does not explain
mysteries such as that o f the
famous M,uy Celeste, a brigantine wh ich, in December o f 1872,

was found adrift, apparently
abandoned. Investigators found
no sign of panic, nor did they
find any explanation left behind
by crew or passengers. What
they did find were indications
that everyone simply stepped on ·
deck for a moment and never
returned .
The audience loved Berlitz,
but seemed to take him too
seriously (which might explain
why people didn 't laugh at his
jokes). As is usual with Berlitz,
some of his listeners had Triangle
storkes of their own. Some
suspect a cover-up about the
Triangle . Some think the
authorities are just as baffled as
the public. Berlitz just smiles and
shrugs his shoulders.

•••

Although dozens of people
saw Chris Jarocha at the concurrently presented performance of
Mummenschanz in the TPA,
some eyewitness accounts do
place him at the Berlitz lecture.
They claim, too, that he was
dressed all in black, and showed
an inordinate interest in the
auditorium ' s
technological
features. Those sitting near him
in J-100 complained later of
headaches, such as those caused
by ultrasonic waves . There's the
signpost up ahead ; your next
stop . ..

"Ted Steranho To Sing"
by David Browne
Sing-er-guitarist Ted Steranko will visit the Kean College
campus on Wednesday, April 26
at 12:15 P.M . The singer of popular songs of the 60's and 70's will
play outdoors in front of t he College Center, inaugurati11g a series o f outdoor events spon sored
by the Department o f St udent
Act ivit ies.
Mr. Steranko's songs are t hose
tha t have become and remain an
importan t part' o f our musica l

lives. His style and presence is informal and intimate, and he enjoys playing audience requests;
in fact, he thrives on it. Some of
the people whose music he plays
are the Eagles, John Denver,
Harry Chapin, Cat Stevens, and
Billy Joel. So, if you think there's
a song that might make your day
on that day (April 26), stroll by
the Student Center, and ask for
it. In case of rain, wander down
to Sloan Lounge in the College
Center.

..
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''Mongo Santa Maria's Prima-Salsa''
By Russell Stokes
On April 13th the TPA was
filled with the sound of 'salsa, as
grammy award winner Mongo
Santa Maria performed before a
small but energetic audience.
In the past it has been said that
Latin music is not commercially
successful, and that it would not
be here to stay, fortunately in the
last few years Salsa, or Latin
Music, has become extremely
popular in New York and other
large metropolitan areas. As a
result of that popularity, Mongo
Santa Maria won the 1977
Grammy Award for the best Latin
Album of the year, (Dawn).
Mongo Santa Maria has been
• around for some time, influencing such well-known jazz artists
as Huber Laws, Chick Corea and
McCoy Tyner, to name a few.
It is obvious that the audience
enjoyed almost all of the selections as much as Mango enjoyed
playing them. Utilizing the talents of Steve Berrios on drums
and timbales, G:hris Albert on
trumpet, Allan Hoist on alto sax,
Doug Harris on tenor sax, Bill
O'Connell on piano, Hector
Aponte vocalist and Mango on
congas and bongos, the rhythmatic flow of Afro-Cuban jazz
came to life.
Mango played the congas as if
possessed by some force that ·
seemed existent but could not
be explained. Mango's rapport
with the audience was very evi-

dent by the constant interaction
between entertainer and audience.
Mango played a number of his
selections from previous albums
(Afro-Blue Lady Marmalade,
Manomongo Anancer (Dawn)
and probably the most popular
"Sofrito." 1n addition Mango did
some new arrangements off his
new album entitled Mongo-AlaCarte. All of the solos done by
the members of the band were
extremely well done. The band
members were all given the opportunity to show their abilities.
Allan Hoist and Doug Harris
played 2 flute duets that gave a
new arrangement called, Guajiro
that added dimension. The piano
introduction by Bill O 'Connell
on Sofrito couldn't have been
played any better.
Steve Berrios on drums and
timbales kept the music well
paced all night.
But the star of the show was
Mango Santa Maria, and the influence that he has on the band is
obvious. Each arrangement gives
Mango the chance to do what he
does best, play the congas, and
that's exactly what he did . The
ever present smile that Mango
had during the entire performance told the whole story.
Mango likes to perform.
The audience would not let
Mango leave without an encore.
Mango did not disappoint them.
He played two more selections

l'hoto b y Ralph Abbate

An-ene·rgetic Mongo Santa Maria captivates the audience with a winning performance.

from his latest album Mango-Ala
Carte and waved to the audience who had quickly become
his friends.
The CCB again showed that
they are able to bring good
entertainment of all segments to
this campus. Those who attend-

''Connecticut Connection''
by Dawn Shepherd
After visualizing the Connecticut Dance Theatre's performance in Wilkin's Theatre
Wednesday night, all I can think
about is the energy. Movement
abounded. From watching the
dancers' exhilerating leaps and
bounds I felt really tired after the
show, but I still wanted more.
The Connecticut Dance
Theatre's performance should
have been filled to capacity as
was Alvin Ailey's, but the theatre
was only half full. Performances
by this young troupe should be
seen by all who love bance.
The Connecticut Uance Company was founded in 1975 by artistic director Mary Giannone, a
graduate of Juilliard School, who
has performed with the Juilliard
Dance Ensemble in works by Jose
Limon, and Martha Graham. The
imaginative choreography combines modern and classical
movements together to create
an indescribable effect.
Starting off with " Lyric
Offering," dedicated to Jose
Limon, ballerinas in flowing blue
costumes gracefully swirl and
leap about to music by Handel
and cause a rousing eye opener.
This is followed by " Two Ecstatic
Dances" choreographed by Jose
Limon and performed by principal dancer Nina Watt. The piano
music strikes a nerve that you
didn 't know was there, and Nina
Watt's magnificent control and
fluid movements help to bring
the dances to life. Her blond hair

and stark white dress offset the
chill of the piece.
Next up is "Celestial Terrace,"
a very spacey dance set to avant
garde sounds by Xenakis. Three
women and one man are dressed in space suits and their movements suggest they are searching for something. The music
sounding at times like breaking
glass and their discordant steps
suggest that there is science fiction going wrong; but not in the
dance, it's great.
"Web" is a masterpiece. Using
very stark imagery, a spider
comes to life. Interlocking legs
and entanglements between the
two dancers make you feel a
trapped doom and desperate escape. Music by Takemitsa helps
to set the • mood. The female
dancer is dressed in black, the
male dancer in white tights with
straps. Excellent performances
by-Edward Burgess and Jaquelyn
Goodrich.
" Sonata" is a lovely piece with
a return to classical ballet-like
movement and a touch of nostalgic charm provided by Pamela
Condon, Michael McNeill, and
Michele -Duffin. The costumes
are a traditional white and music
is py Telemen.

•

•

homage to the great dance innovator, Isadora Duncan, it is composed of three solos. First part is
the Prince Vera depiction,
Isadora as a young woman. Nina
is in a green and white almost
Peter Pan type of costume representing youth and her fast and
frenzied movements are well in
control. The second part is
Isadora as a mature woman. This
time the costume is red and
white and the movemeflts are
slower. Part three is Isadora in
lament when she loses her two
children and afterwards dies in a
car accident. Her torment is expressed in her long sombre dress
and writhing movements on the
floor. Nina Watt gets terrific applause and cries of "Bravo."

Closing the performance is
Polophony, Bach adapted by the
Swingle Singers, not one of my
favorite pieces of the evening;
the music coming across as
mediocre jazz muzak trying to
swing. I hated the music by the
Swingle Singers although the
dancing by the Connecticut
Dance Theatre was energetic
enough. The crowd liked it
though and gave a warm response.

All in all, Mary Giannone
proves that with a lot of im" Dances for Isadora" proves to agination and hard work you can
be the highlight of the evening. be exciting and enjoyable to
Featured soloist Nina Watt does watch without loads of money
an excellent job creating the and fancy props. The Connectimoods of Isadora Duncan. cut Dance Company proves a
Choreographed by Jose Limon in most enjoyable evening for all.

ed obviously enjoyed the show.
This was exhibited by the

wonderful appreciation expressed later by those who attended.

''Pachard's Pyramid''
On April 25 at 8:00 p.m. in J·
100, The Town send Lecture
Committee will present Vance
Packard speaking about his
book, "The Pyramid Climbers,"
which is the resultoftwoyearsof
research analyzing the ingredients of executive success. He
reveals the appraising and probing that goes on and show the
skills, strategies of appearance
and behavior that help a person
climb the executive pyramid.
VANCE
PACKARD has
achieved an international repu-

tation as one of the most important and perceptive social critics of our time. He is the author
of many phenomenal best sellers, the titles of which have
become common phrases in our
daily vocabulary. As his thoughts
develop further, he begins to
concentrate more and more on
the present, especially as it
allows the open minded reader
to have some picture of the
future; Mr . .Packard is always
investigating tomorrow today,
and urges his readers to do the
same.
Mr. Packard's latest book, his
eighth, is the highly praised best
seller, " The People Shapers." It
has been singled out as an important in-depth study of the
revolutionary developments in
psychology and behavioral
patterns today.
Mr. Packard is a native of
Pennsylvan ia and he holds a
master's degree from Columbia
University's Graduate School in
journalism. He did further work
in international economics at
three universities and holds Distinguished Alumni Awards from
Columbia and Penn State Universities.
Before becoming preoccu-

pied with the social sciences, Mr.
Packard spent five years as a
newspaperman in Boston and
New York. For years he·delivered weekly lectures at Columbia
and New York University while
collecting materials in connection with his books and for his articles which have appeared in
nearly all major periodicals.
It was in 1957 that his first
book, "The Hidden Persuaders," appeared and quickly
climbed to the No. 1 spot on the
nation's best seller list. Thisstudy
study of motivational research
techniques advised the American public of the methods of
"persuasion in depth" advertising. It was followed in 1959 by _
"The Status Seekers" which analyzed class stratification in the
United States, and in 1960 by
"The Waste Makers," which
sounds a sharp warning on
planned obsolescence and the
waste, encouraging commercialism in American life.
In 1964 "The Naked Society"
threw the spotlight on the professional "people-watchers" the tens of thousands of investigators who inspect, control and
observe us as individual citizens. In 1968 " The Sexual Wilderness" gave America the first
significant study since the Kinsey
report of the changing standards of acceptable behavior. In
1972 he brought out " A Nation of
Strangers" which dealt with the
accelerated movement of
Americans, the upheaval of established communities, the
anonymity of life in metropolitan areas, the breakdown of kinfolk ties, and its impact on
American life styles and various
institutions. Mr. Packard will
answer questions from the audience following his lecture.

''Hail, Hail .The Gong's All Here''
Sozio Hall presented " The
Gong Show " 78" on April 11th in
the Little Theatre. From the reactions expressed by those who
attended and participated, there
will be many more to follow in
the future. Everyone, as well as
those who participated in the actual production, enjoyed it immensely. We are pleased to say
that the audience was extremely
enthusiastic, which certainly
helped make this evening a suecess.

Prizes will- be given to Hilda
Beasely, Doreen Bowles, Tony
Langford and Cathy
fo r
the best act. The most creative
act goes to a group called Bad
Ass, consisting of Cheryl Lynn
Stokes, Michele Raspberry,
Felecia Scott and Michele
Annen. The worst act goes to
Lynn Susswein and Donna
Meyers for their "Short People"
number.
Thanks to all those who helped out in the planning and pro-

duction of the Gong Show. The
Gong Show would never have
been a success if it hadn't been
for all those who got it started
and sweated it out until the end.
Thanks to Daria Shockley, Marianne Scelzo, Dave Plevler, Clifton Pusey, Renaldo C. Stokes,
(whose singing is just superb!),
Russell C. Stokes, who did an
outstanding Chuck Barris and
really made the show, Carol
Lorenik, Donna Woods, 0onna
Parrish, Rich C. and Lloyd. We

would ;Jlso like to thank Mr.
Friedman and his crew for all
their help. What would the Gong
Show be without those three
crazy judges Joe Cangrano, Joe
Kang and Clifton Pusey. Some of
the acts included Edith Ann , Rick
Stromoski's song " I'll Hold Your
Heart Forever," pretty Betty Dushanter playing " Misty" on the
pretty piano, "Short People"
sung by Donna Meyers and supported by Lynn Susswein,
Unknown Comic Paul Austin

and the Unknown twins Vince
Spiezio and Mike Daly, Barbizon School of Modeling plus
many more beautifully sung
songs which really showed talent. Coke, Parkay, Ketchup,
Short Shorts, Pepto Bismol, were
just some of the funny and zany
commercials which were part of
the successful Gong Show.
To conclude, we would just
like to say we hoped you all enjoyed this special event and we
hope to see you out there again
real soon!!
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"Career Search'.,

'' Interview Involves Intrigue"
by Sebastian Toombs
(Due to conditions beyond his
control Robert Kern will be
unable to continue -with the
column).
Well, gang, your resume has
been looked over and the prospective employer has decided
to take a look at you. You are invited to ... THE INTERVIEW.
Now don't panic. it's easy once
you get the hang of it. But you
have to prepare before you even
get that first invitation. Take a
look at your wardrobe and see
what you have. If you 're going
for a white-collar, executive type
career I cannot over emphasize
the three-piece dark, pin stripe
suit. I mean it. You may have one
of the sharpest looking disco
outfits with the wide flared bottoms and the fuschia piping on
the labels. Leave it home, better
yet, burn it.
Everybody's body is a different story and would take too
long to go through here. I suggest John Malloy's books Dress
for Success and The Womiln'1
Dress for Success for guidelines
as to what is proper attire and
what isn't.
.
First thing, ' never accept the
first appointment offered .
Always have to consult your
calendar to be sure and make it
for another time. If they say it absolutely has to be then tell them
you'll call back in a half hour,
then go take a shower or something, call them _back and say
you've been able to re-arrange
your schedule to fit theirs. If you
really want to put the edge on it
ask the secretary or the interviewer about how long you'll ·be
together. After all, your schedule is just as full and important as
theirs.
Always arrive on time, about
five or ten minutes before your
appointment, never earlier. Give
your name to the secretary and

"Be Bop ...

she'll ask you to sit down and (big
office) if you 'd like a cup of
coffee. No, you don 't, and no,
you wouldn't. By sitting down
the receptionist can forget about
you, you'll usually be sitting
behind her. Also the chairs could
be (big office) deep and plush.
Makes getting up very difficult
and the cup of coffee makes you
clumsy. By standing you'll get on
the receptionist's nerves and
she'll announce you again within ten minutes. You want to meet
the guy on an eye-to-eye level.
Many interviewers make their
first stand when they meet you. If
you're sitting they've got you at
their mercy.
If you're told you have to wait
a while, inquire how long. If
longer than a half hour excuse
yourself and say you'll be back
then. Then go out and make
some phone calls as described
last week. Or ask if there's a private office where you can use
their phone for the same purpose.
If it's longer than forty-five
minutes, apologize and make
another appointment. You've
got other appointments to get to
(even if you don't).
But let's suppose you 're in
there. (Actually executives are
very good about appointments
and will hardly ever inconvenience you beyond all good
taste) . Now comes the rough
part, you have to have done
some homework on the company. He's probably going to interview at least twenty people
and you 've got to stand out in his
mind.
ln.terviewer :
Tell
me,
Oglethorpe, are you a leader?
Interviewee: Yes.
Not very different is itl Sounds
just like everyone else.
Now let's re-play it. Once
more, with feeling.
Interviewer:
Tell
me ,

Be Bop ...

by Bob Dudek
It's not easy to write about Be
Bop Deluxe. If you like them,
you know what it is that sets them
apart, from the other " heavy
metal" guitar based bands who
have done much better in the
critic/commercial department.
...Their records are true studio efforts, utilizing all the gimmicks
available to a 1978 techno-freak.
Guitars are layered on top of
each other, each playing its own
bit, weaving a true rock and roll
tapestry.
There is a keyboard player
(Andy Clarke) besides a bass and
drums (Charlie Tumahai and
Simon " Andrew" Fox). Until the
newest album, "Drastic Plastic,"
his role was played down, allowing Bill Nelson an almost free
hand at said tapestry.
If the records do not grab you
or worse yet, turn you totally off
to the group (ala Good Rats), you
will probably miss the part that
makes the whole thing make
sense. Be Bop (a deceptive name
as Be Bop music is in no way even
hinted at) must be seen live. You
see, the only guitar in the band is
Bill Nelson 's and he plays almost
every note heard on the records.
It is then that you realize the
records only hint at this man 's
talents. The overdubs are done
only to allow different tone settings (devices to be _used for a
more colorful sound.) Live Bill
Nelson is a vague reminder of
Jimi Hendrix and how well he
used all the footswitches to
achieve the perfect sound to emphasize his attack. Like most
other true guitar wizards, Bill
Nelson doesn't need a rhythm
guitarist as it would probably just
get in his way.

Oglethorpe, Are you a leader?
Interviewee: Well, yes. It took
leadership for me to become
president of the student body
and to accomplish all · the
changes I wanted. Now take the
time I ...
Oglethorpe was ready for the
question and others. Common
Sense will dictate the questions,
at least the obvious ones. It's
your job to get some anecdote
ready which will demonstrate
that point for the interviewer. If
you can inject some humor, go
ahead. Just make sure you sell
yourself well enough, that he'll
remember you as the guy (gal)
who did such and such. Also ask
questions about the interviewer
and the company. Show a great
interest in the job and the company.
Executives love to talk about
their companies, so use that.
Remember your
body
language (get a good book on it).
Don 't appear overeager or too
disinterested. There's a fine line
you 've got to tread but by planning and rehearsal with yourself
it isn't difficult.
The interviewer is just as eager
to get the right person as you are
to show him that you are that
one. If he makes the right
decision it looks good for him, so
show him that you ' re that right
person for the job.
You'll probably not get the job ,
the first interview. Many places
will have someone screen
through the applicants and you ' ll
have to wait for a call-back. The
wait is no fun but there is
something you can do about it.
Two or three days after the interview drop the person a note
telling them how you enjoyed
the talk and outline some strong
points you may not hilve talked
about.
That follow-up letter can be

Be Bop.

Andy Clarke is Be Bop's
newest member, joining the
group in time to record " Sunburst Finish." He is the supplier
of occasional synthesizer snarls
and usually very low key rhythm
to Nelson 's own rhythms and
leads. He is actually a fine jazz
oriented keyboardist when _taking a solo on songs like " Shine"
(from " Live In The Air Age ") or
the expanded " Dance of the Uncle Sam Humanoids" (from
"Modern Music"). His fack of
critical acclaim could be caused
in part by being a non-power
keyboardist in a power guitar
group.
Charlie Tumahai is another
bass player forced to keep up
with a lightning fast guitarist and
he fills the role effortlessly, constantly bunny hopping across
stage. He is almost as fast as
Nelson, often grabbing a Nelson
riff and expanding on it. He also
adds the sometimes wild backup vocals.
The second most impressive
member live is drummer Simon
Fox. He . is an imaginative
drummer perfectly suited to the
ever shifting tempos. His beat is
t1lwi1ys strong, on time, never
pretentious. He begins each
show in jacket, shirt and tie and
by the end he is down to an open
shirt. All of Be Bop Deluxe are
dressed in similar manner incidentally further masking the
roots of their music.
The group came to the Palladium April 1st in fine voice,
usually a weak point for the
group. " Modern Music" has
practically been eradicated from
the set.
Only "Forbidden
Covers" was . included. It was
however much stronger and

Be Bop.

Nelson\ guitar was at a peak.
From last year's " Live In The
Air Age," the group performed
the three acknowledged favorite
cuts "Ships In The Night," " Blazing Apostles" and " Fair Exchange. " The fourth song from
Air Age was an extended instru-

very important. It can make the
difference. It keeps you fresh in
the interviewer's mind and gives
him greater confidence in you.
The strategies mentioned first
were to give you an equal stand
with the interviewer. They are
tricks, theatrics. But they can be
just as important as anything
else. The other suggestions are of
paramount importance.
No you 're offered a position.
Don 't take the first offer. Tell

them you'll have to get back to
them in two or three days if that's
all right. This strategy has resulted in better offers being made. It
also gives you a chance to look
for better offers. If it appeals to
you though, say yes on that third
day, not before.
Above all, good judge-ment is
necessary to make it work. Think
it all out ahead of time and you ' ll
make fewer mistakes.

''Women Legalized-'-'
The P.M. Edition of WOMAN
TALK is pleased to welcome
Gloria Cherry as our guest speaker on Thursday, April 27th . Join
us at Hutchinson Hall in J-100 at
7:40 p .m. for an evening
concerned with "Women and
the Law."
Gloria, a graduate of Columbia Law School, member of the
New York Bar Association and a
practicing New York attorney,
has four daughters of her own.
She is vitally interested in education and serves on the Tenafly
Board of Education. She is a
member of the Tenafly Board of
Ethics and an active participant in
the League of Women Voters. As
a Director of the Study: Lepl
Stiltus of Women, for the League,
she is eminently qualified to

speak about the legal problems
women must have some understanding of, in order to function
effectively.
What kind of pension will I
receive at 65l What other
benefits might be available
under the Social Security Act?
Ms. Cherry has elected subjects
to discuss which apply to our life
situations: divorce, property settlements, inheritance, pension,
social security and credit insurance. She is willing to address the
group as part of her presentation and answer questions from .
the audience. If there are
specific questions you are concerned with, please attend P.M.
Edition of WOMAN TALK with
the idea of sharing your
concerns.

CCB Sunday Night ill the Movies
presents

"The Shootist"
starring )oho Wayne, Lauren Beca/1, James Stewart
and Ron Howard
April 23, 1978 - 7:30 p.m.
in &he Little Theatre - Admission ~

Be Bop Deluxe.
mental called " Shine." Each of
the band got his solos in, giving
each a chance to break loose and
improvise.
A new album called " Dra~tic
Plastic" ha5 been released on
Harvest Records and it signals a
new phase of Be Bop Deluxe.

"

Andy Clarke has taken a more
prominent role in the band
providing much more of a
backdrop to Bill Nelson's guitar.
The two best received of the new
songs were " Surrealestate" and
the frantic "I'm In Flames."
Watch out for Be Bop Deluxe I I

Photo by Daniel Pyle

Be Bop Deluxe; Chi1rlle Tumilkili, Bill Nelson ilnd drummer Simon" Andrew'' fox, we.awlns • rock and roU
tilpestry ill the Pilllildium.
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FOR SALE
"Con" A Ho Sax with case, excellent condition. Asking 5125.00 also 19711 MACH II Kawasaki.
Good condition, extra chrome. Asking SSSU.00. Phone 373-0192
anytime.

The C.C.8. fine Arts Dept.
.ind
The lnternaitionail
Students Association
presents
"An Exhibit Of
lnternaitionail Art''

hilarious comedy
"The Good Doctor"

"The Good Doctor" is based on the short stories of Anton Chekov. The short stories have
provided Simon with the chance to write eight very funny vignettes about the way in which we
humans cope with life's problems.
The performance dates are May 4, 5, 6, and it will be staged in the Eugene G. Wilkins Theatre
of the Performing Arts. One ticket may be purchased at half-price with the presentation of student/faculty l.D.
Fill out and return to:
Dr. James R. Murphy
Kean College of N.J.
Speech-Theatre-Media Dept. VE-410

Piri Thomas, SpanishAmerican poet, film maker
and author of Down These
Mean Streets, will be at
Kean College's Little
Theatre on April 20 at 8:00
p.m. Mr. Thomas' presentation will feature readings of
his autobiographical poetry
and prose about life in
Spanish Harlem.
ATTENTION
HANDICAPPED
STUDENTS

Name _________________________________
Addres,.,"--------------------------------# of tickets _ _ _ _ $3 or $2 (circle one)

Dates: May 4

5 6 (circle one)
For Information Call 527-2349

The Women's Musical Fraternity, Sigma Alpha Iota will
sponsor a Dinner-Dance at the Mountainside Inn on May
19th.
• Prime Rib Dinner
• Dancing All Nite
• 5 Hours Open Bar
• An Evening of Enjoyment For All!
Deposit for bids ($15) in the lobby of the TPA, Thurs.,
April 13 from 9:25-3:00. Single bid $22.50. Couples $45.00.
We welcome faculty, students and interested non-students to
join with us for an exciting evening of music and dancing.
For further information call 527-2785.

Fine Arts Students
Rumimte on Pineapples
in pairadise

Spanish-Harlem
Author And
fllm Maker At
Kean College

NEIL SIMON'S

Featuring
Traditional clothing, jewelry,
painting and wood carving
from Africa, Asia, South
America, Europe, the islands
and the U.S.
April 18th through the 21st,
1978
9 a.m.-4 p.m. daily
in the Front Lounge of the
Student Center

•

Kean College Theatre Series Presents:

Moldmaking
Casting
Workshop
May 2 & 3
demonstrations will be given

W.K.C.U. is looking for new Disc Jockeys.
Everyone is welcomed to join - especially Communication Majors. There is the opportunity to
receive the Federal Communications Commission Broadcasting License. So drop by
Dougall Hall, third floor, anytime.

INDEPENDENT ELECTIONS
will be held on May 5, I 978. Anyone wishing to sign up for a
position must submit their name and the position they are
running for by May 3, 1978 at 12:00 noon - the latest.
Students interested in entering the Speech and Hearing
Major, contact Clinic
Secretary CSI for an interview appointment.

DAY OF MEDITATION
AND PRAYER

Spend a quiet· day down at
the shore, learn meditative
techniques and quiet prayer
Relaxing - Spiritual
Educational
Sat., Ap ril 29, 1978
Leave: Kean College 8:30
a.m. - day will be from 10:00
a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Arrive Back: 5:30 p.m.
Reservations Limited
Call Fr. Rich Garcia

For The Mentally Retarded
at
MIDDLESEX COUNTY COLLEGE
Date: Sat., May 13th

Orientation Meeting to be held on Tuesday, April 25th at
I :40 p.m. in Campus School South Rm 104
(You need not be a special Ed. Major)

We ue startin1 A pro1rAm on Tuesuy And FridAy Afternoons with tenlor citizens At the CrAnford HHhh CAre Center. Anyone Interested In
worldn1 with us pleAte ul 373-0397. Those
with music interests or Abilities would be
l'eAlly Appreciillted. ThAnk you.

I

"The
Breed
That
Succeeds"
Tuesday, April 25th
1:00 p.m.-JIOO

Any eye1triti'lesses to the Accident which occurred on Qimpus Drive, by the VAu1hn-umes
luildin1, ·wec1nesdAy, April 11 between 6 And .
6:30 p.m. involvin1 An OrAnse Opel, pleue cAH
862-5587 After 6 p.m.

C

Sponsors:
Third World Movement
Co-Curricular Program
Board

VANCE PACKARD

355-6660

submit the name of the school they represent illnd the mmes of each team member. CI011n1 date for
entries is Monday, April 24th.
·

Little Theatre

Townsend Presents:

Donation: $10.00
Sponsored by Catholic
Campus Ministry

Woodbridge Dabun at 90 Route 1 in Woodbridge, N.J~ Invites Kun studenb to form 'tumt' (any
number of students) who will uke part In a promotion Wednesday, A""l 26th outllde or lllllde the
automobile showroom (depending on weather), at 11 a.m.
Team memben will be uked to jillm and cram their way Into a fow-door Datsun I 210, with the
team representins the largest number of students 1etdn1 Into the car fuelled the winner. The wlnnins team will pin for its school a $500 Kholillnhlp to be used as the school sees flt; and for each
member of the winning team a day illt Woodliike Country Club In ukewood for 1off, tenn1._ 1w1m.
mins and lunch.
Rules for the contest are u follows:
bch team will be given 2½.minutes to jillm and cram into ai car; each.contestant mwt wear at rust
shirt and pants (no shoes required); doon will be closed but windows wlH remain open and contes•
tillnts must set their tono inside the car for an offkial counL Jud1es wfll make the flnal decision.
Te..ms wishinlJ to enter the competition must conlilld Woodbridge Datsun at (201) 574-3700 and

BILLY SCOTT
GOSPEL·
CHOIR
CONCERT
Tues., April 25-Noon

CATHOLIC MASS EVERY SUNDAY
6:00 p.m. Browsing Room, Bookstore Bldg.
PLEASE JOIN US!!!
Refreshments - Spiritual and Material

1

Hand In Hand Festival

Kean College 1s beginning a
lederally mandated self study to examine the ways in which the campus
responds to the needs of handi- ·
· capped students. J"his includes examination of both the physical
structure and academic regulations
ol the College.
I he self evaluation committee
wishes to become more aware of the
concerns of handicapped students,
and asks that any handicapped
student who wishes to help by discussing his/ her experiences at Kean
(anonymity will be preserved) call
the Affirmative Action Office 5272505 tor further details.

1
•

The Performing Arts facilities Office is now in the process of scheduling activities in the Wilkins Theatre for academic year 1978-79.
Application for reservation forms must be filed in the Performing
Arts Facilities Office no later than May 12, 1976. If your group or organization wishes to do a program, the forms may either be picked up in_
person or upon request mailed. forms are available in the Performing
Arts Facilities Office, TPA 105A, 527-2066.
Submitting of forms does not guarantee the use of the facility. After
scheduling details are worked .out by the Performing Arts facilities Of- ·
tice, a signed confirmation or rejection will be returned. Signed approval constitutes a guarantee of the facility for the organization.
All reservations are subject to the following rules and regulations.
These rules will be strictly adhered to.
1. Any date being held for academic year 1976-79 will be considered
open and available if there is no reservation form submitted.
2. Any date being held will be considered open and available if there
is no specific program booked 60 days prior to that date.
3. Any organization having a specific program will take priority over
any reservation where there is no specific program scheduled. This will
be done at the discretion of the Performing Arts Facilities Office. PAFO
will not be responsible for any dates lost due to the organization's
tailure to notify the office of booking of specific programs.
. 4. No organization may " trade" dates with any other organization
without the specific consent of the Performing Arts faciliti_es Office.
· 5. All organizations using. the Wilkins Theatre will be required to
utilize a minimum o f four ushers from the Wilkins Theatre Ushering
Staff tor all programs. This additional cost should be included in
budgets along with the standard techn icians -1nd maintenance fees. for
specific cost information contact the Performing Arts facilities Office.
The tollowingdateswill be llnavailable for scheduling forTPAduring
the 1978-79 academic year: October 23 through November 19- Theatre
Arts; April 23 through May 6, Theatre Arts
..
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Thursday, April 20, 1978
9:00- 4:00 p.m .

CCB & International Students Assoc.
present: An International Art Exhibit
Lunchtime Theatre presents: " Seesaw"
. 49¢ admission
Omega Sigma Psi
Squires First Aid Squad
Membersh ip Mtg, if interested call 355-9771
Latin Week - Townsend Lecture presents
Piri Thomas

12:30 p.m .
6:00-10 :00 p.m .
8:00 p .m.
8:00 p.m.
Friday, April 21, 1978
10:00-11 :00 p.m .
9:00- 4:00 p.m.

Ted Taylor ·
CCB & International· Students Assoc.
present ; An International Art Exhibit
ASID Meeting

1 :30- 5:00 p.m.
6:00-10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8 :00 p .m.
Saturday, April 22, 1978
9:00-5 :00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
9:00-2 :00 a.m.
Sunday, April 23, 1978
1.2:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
2 :00 p.m.

5:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
Monday, April 24, 1978
10:30 a.m.
12 :15 p .m .
4:30 p.m.
6:00- 8:00 p.m .
7:40-10 :10 p.m .
8 :00 p.m.
9:00-11 :00 p.m .

5:00- 7:30
7:00-11 :00
7:Q0-10:00
7:30 9:30
7:40-10 :10

p.m. ·
p.m.
p.m .
p.m.
p.m.

"

8:00 p.m .
8 :30-10 :00 p.m.
Wednesday, April 26, 1978
12:00- 1:00 p.m .
12 :00 noon
3 & 8 p.m.
7:00-11:00 p.m.
8:00-10 :00 p.m.
10:00-11 :30 p.m.

.

Mtg Rm B
First Aid Hse
Little Theatre

Sloan Lge
Front Lge
Mtg Rm B
Alumni Lge
Little Theatre

Matt Rinaldo, Solar Energy Program
Latin Festival Program
Latin Dance

Downs Hall
Little Theatre
College Ctr Cafe

Run For Fun 688-9622 for info
Bus Departs "For Colored Girls"
Evening Student Council Film Festival
" Jesus Christ Superstar" Free
Mass
Radio Station
CCB Film " The Shootist" 25¢ admission

D' Angola Gym
Wilkins Theatre
Little Theatre

Gospel Choir- Billy Scott
Spanish Social Club
Third World Movement Meeting

"

· Little Theatre

Evening Student Council Meeting
Spanish Social Club present:
Mirta Louise Gomez Piano Concert
" Expressions" Disco

Student Activities Commuters Coffeehour
Chain Saw Log Demonstration
KCTV Meeting
Hotline Training
Rotary Club
Jazz Program: Pat Metheny
Omega Psi Ph i Meeting

Tuesday, April 25, 1978
12 :00 noon
1 :40- 3:05 p.m.

Front Lge

SA131

Browsing Rm
Browsing Rm

Little Theatre
Hutchinson Lby
Outside Vaguhn Eames
J232
. Alumni Lge
W202A
Little Theatre
Browsing Rm
Little Theatre
Front Lge
Brownsing Rm

Sociology Department
EEO Meeting

Alumni Lge

Ski Club
Arts Dialogue, Hans Hokanson Sculpture Dem
KIT (Kean Instructional Team)
Outing Club
Foreign Language
Chem--Physics Dept.
IVCF .
Council for Exceptional Children
CIAO " The Italian Club"
Raw Magazine ·
Marketing Communication
IFSC
Circle K Club
FASA
International Students Assoc.
High School Student Open House
Sigma Psi
Grub Street Writer
Association of Computer Machinery
Science Department
Art Department
Jazz Jams
ASID Meetina
Fine Arts - Interior Desing, Stanley Barrows
Nu Delta Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi
Industrial Studies
Townsend Lecture - VANCE PACKARD
Society of Mechanical Contracting Students

J102
VE115
W402B
J130

Woman Talk
Ted Steranko, Singer Guitarist
S/A Film : " Diary of a Mad Housewife" free
Jazz Jams
Alpha Theta Pi
Residents Association Meeting

Mtg Rm B

W100

C218
J101
CSS104
W209
VE113
VE114
W207
Whiteman Lge
VE112
J135
J100
8109

W307C
CSS103
8123
Alumni Lge
Browsing Rm
Front Lge
Little Theatre
Mtg Rm A

W402A
J130
J336
)138
J339
W215
W317
VE112
VE113
J134
C218

T208
VE211
W100

J100
H111
Alumni Lge
Sloan Lge
Little Theatre
Browsing Rm
J143
Dining Rm II
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NJSCAC Snubbed
by Andy Berns
Potentially one of the greatest
things ever to happen to collegiate football in the metropolitan area was announced April
third . The announcement was of
the scheduling of four division 111
doubleheaders to be played in
Giants Stadium this fall.
Sonny Werblin, former chairman of the N.J. Sports Authority
met with Pete Carlesimo, the
athletic director of Fordham College and NJSCAC president Bill
Dioguardi, who is also the athletic director at Montclair. These
three men came up with a schedule which leans heavily towards a
conference in which Metropolitan colleges formerly competed and includes many New
York colleges. They seem to have
forgotten that the stadium is
operated by the New Jersey
Sports & Exposition Authority, a
body created by N.J. taxpayers.
This means that state colleges
should get some extra consideration, rightl Wrong! With
the exception of Montclair, no
New Jersey State college will be
represented in Giants Stadium.
Many questions can be raised
about the selection of teams that
are competing such as: why is
Wagner (located on Staten
Island), a school with a deteriorating football program
playing three games in the stadiuml And why is Fordham(located in the Bronx) playing

two games in the stadium against
out of state opponents?
Looking over Keans' schedule
we find that the Squires are at
William Paterson the same weekend that Hofstra plays Wagner
and Seton Hall meets Montclair.
Kean and Paterson are conference rivals and also state
schools, surely they would draw
better th,an Hofstra vs. Wagner.
Kean also hosts Glassboro the
same day (Nov. 4) that St. Peters
(from N. Y.) plays St. John's (first
year of varsity competition) in
.Giants Stadium. On November
11 Kean is at Trenton State and
Wagner is in Giants Stadium for
the third time against Fordham,
in the stadium for their second
time.
Kean coach Ray Murphy said
the Squires were not asked to
play in any of the games but
added that he felt the Squires
could play as well or better than
several of the schools invited.
Coach Murphy also stated that
he felt that there should have
been more representation from
the New Jersey State College
Athletic Conference, be it Kean
or any other school.

If the program proves to be a
success (and it should) we may
find the forgotten teams from
Glassboro, Trenton, William
Paterson, Ramapo, Jersey City
and Kean in the stadium in 1979.
Maybe.

Dowling Shades Stickmen's Hopes
by Paul Giorgio
The Kean Lacrosse team
suffered a serious blow to its
Knickerbocker Conference title
hopes last Saturday when they
dropped a 16-12 decision to
Dowling College, the defending Knick champions.
The Squires came out fired-up
and scored the first four goals of
the match after only 2:04 had ex.pired. Dowling quickly called a
timeout after the fourth Kean
goal, and it appeared to help
because the Golden Lions then
scored the next two goals as the
period ended.
In the second period, Dowling
continued to carry the action as
Middle Lem McCray scored the
first of his six goals to pull the
Lions to within one of the
Squires. Marc Remoli then put
Kean up by two again when he
flew past a Lion defenseman and
tucked a shot under the stick of
goalie Bob Rogers. McCray then
cut the lead to one again with his
second goal, but less than a
minute la.ter, Kean 's Ray Bock retaliated to put the Squires ahead
6-4. After Sock's goal, Dowling
regained momentum and outscored the Squires 3-1 for the remainder of the half to knot the
score at 7-7.
In the third period, Dowling
put the game on ice by scoring 7
unanswered goals, four of which
came on extra man situations, to
go ahead 14-7. The final period
saw the Squires make a frantic

Squirettes Have Slow Start
by Ofelia Oviedo
The women 's softball team
opened their season with a 20-0
victory over Hunter. The
Squirettes defeated Seton Hall in
their second game by a score of
2-1. After this the team started a
slump losing a double header to
Trenton State by scores of 1-0
and 3-2 and losing to Westchester 3-0.
The Squirettes have some of
the best pitching in the state and
have some very good defensive
players, their problem however,

has been getting runs across the
plate. The low scores are indicative of the teams lack of hitting.
Games coming up are: Today
Queens College and Saturday a
double header against Adelphi
College set to start at 11 :00.
Players returning to the Squirettes from last year are Jill Carson, a sophomore at third base,
Debbie Gabriel, a junior at pitcher, Elaine McGrath, a sophomore at catcher, Barbara Miller
at first base, Ellen Reiner a
sophomore in centerfield. Jane

Council Fails Quorum
(Continued from page 1)
"Lick of Student Input''
Freshman Class President Anthony Tynes stated lackadaisically, "Lack of studen·t input
from the Council members." Assistant Secretary Connie Efthemios added, "I think this year's
Council is very apathetic."
Future Council member Tara
Higgins said, " It's a pain for
people to come to a meeting and
people not show up. It's unfair to
people who are interested."
One Council member said,
" The Executive Board is keeping
the no show council members
on council so quorum cannot be
reached and they can make all
the decisions. "
The council member further
said that upon the third absence,
the council member should be
suspended and a letter sent out
and these council members
should not be counted in determining quorum.
WKCU Approved
At the Executive Board
meeting, approval was given to a
proposal that would allow
WKCU, Kean College's radio
station, to include a ballot for
G.M . in its election on Apri l 30th .
An ex-officio member of Student
Organization will set in on the
election proceedings and Council will approve the elected
General Manager.
Last semester, WKCU funds
were frozen and their General
Manager was asked to resign
when an investigation found

mismanagement
and
many
pieces of equipment missing
from the radio station. At this
time, a committee was supposed
to be formed and review applications for a new General
Manager.
According to Student Org.
President Joyce Marinelli, apathy
was a major problem with the
committee and the low number
of general manager applicants.
These problems coupled with
postponed Council meetings
delayed the appointing of a new
general manager by Council.
Commenting on the approved
proposal,
Acting
General
Manager Jim Kaus stated, " It's
good. It's the best they could do
at this time." He added, " WKCU
is changing and anyone who has
been up there can see •the
change."

Memorabilia
(Continued from page 1)
50mm . lenses, one 300mm. lense
and one 135mm. lense, totaling
approximately one thousand
dollars.
The campus police and alJ
Memorabilia office key holders
were notified of the theft. The
staff members that were in the
office the night of the theft were
questioned by the campus
police. The police have no clues
as of yet on the robbery.

Koza and Janice Rush provide
extra help on the mound. Other
starters are Mary Beth Kakoleski, a freshman at SS, Donna Kavchak, a senior in the outfield and
Barbara Piatkowski, a freshman
playing second base.
The Squirettes finished last
season with an 11-2 record and
are hoping to do better this year
since they are playing more
games. When the Squirettes start
hitting and playing up to expectations they will definitely be
a team to contend with.
Since photographs are a large
part of the yearbook's content,
Memorabilia will be missing the
majority of its material. Milcik
hopes that " students, faculty and
Student Organization will all
help in getting the yearbook
finished."
When questioned about
strengthening the security in the
yearbook office, he said that
there will be measures taken for
tighter control. According to
Milcik,_ when Merin Studios
were notified of the theft, they
were m.ore worried about the
comple.tion of the yearbook,
rather than the loss of the equipment.

Netmen
Awesome
by Terra Flynn
Thursday Kean 's tennis team
recorded their fourth victory in
five matches routing Monmouth
College. Their performance was
very impressive taking all nine
matches in the contest in straight
sets.
In singl es play, Dave Cheung
remained unbeated putting his
opponent away 6-1, 6-0 . Dave
who plays number one man for
the Squires showed cat-like
quickness on the court along
with a serve that -should win him
many " aces" on the season .
Steve Levin e had his man on the
run the entire way hitting
b e au t ifully plac e d shots
throughout his match in winning, 6-0, 6-1 . Tom Robbons using a fine serve and taking- advantage of his long range com-

attempt at a comeback, but it was
just too late for them to make up
such a large deficit, and when
the final whistle blew, the frustrated Watermanmen were still
four goals behind.
Although outmatched by the
Lions, the Squires didn't help
their cause by amassing 24
minutes in penalties, 9 of which
came in the devastating third
period . The Kean scoring read :
Remoli 3 goals, lassist;
Wallschlager 3 goals; 1 assist;
Cooney 2 goals; Terry Dwyre 1
goal, 1 assist; E.J. Warren 2 goals;
and Ray Bock 1 goal.
Defensively, Kean had their
usual fine performances from
Terry Curran and Tim Hayes.
Goalie Ed Lugo had 16 saves for
the Squires.
Last Wednesday, Kean won a
non-conference match when
they crushed visiting Drew University, 17-3. The Squires were
led by Warren Wallschlager's 5
goals, and Bob Patten's 4 goals
and 1 assist. Middle Joe Black had
all 3 Drew scores.
ANIMAL CRACKERS - This
week the Squires face F.D.U. Madison on Wednesday at

home, beginning at 3:30. On
Saturday, Kean travels to Villanova for a 1LOO p.m. match. This
week 's Ray Bock Awards; Drew
- Bob Patlen; Dowling - Steve
Gabriel...The Squires did their
rendition of " Close Encounters
of the Turd Kind" last Tuesday in
the lockerroom. Director Paul
" Wait a Second " Giorgio said it
was a smashing success ... The
Kean J.V. made it 3 and O last
Thursday when they defeated
F.D.U. Madison's J.V., 11-9. The
baby Squires were led by three
hat-tricks from the sticks of Brian
Dunne, Bob "Good Rat" Patlen,
and E.J . Ali...Congratulations go
to Ed Lugo for abstaining from
sweatdogs for one week .
However, Ed will probably continue his bad habit very
soon ... Keith Carroll tells us that
his end of the season documentary is coming along fine. It will
be entitled, "Kean Lacrosse/or
(How to send a coach to
Bellevue) ... This week's mystery
question: Why did famed porno
star Harry Reems rob the cake at
Saturday night's party? Last
Weeks answer - The Tasmanian
Devil.

Nets Finish Season In N.J.
by Andy Kaye
(Statistician, N.). Nets)
The New Jersey Nets, the only
major league sports franchise using the state's name (the Giants
and Cosmos have yet to make
the adjustment), recently completed their first season in the
Garden State. Was the season a
successl Well, any team that
finishes with a 24-58 record can
hardly consider the season a success. Yet, the season and the
team were not without some
bright spots.
Many of the bright spots came
in the latter part of the season
when the young Nets, under the
guidance of coach Kevin
Loughery, began to gel their talents. After a disastrous 9-42 beginning, the Nets finished with a
respectable 15-16 surge down
the stretch.
The Nets turnaround started
with the acquisition of guard
John Williamson in late January.
The 6'2" shooting guard averaged nearly 30 points per game
for the Nets. His backcourt partner was Kevin Porter, a 6'0" ballhandler who was acquired from
Detroit in November. Porter led
the league in assists, averaging
over ten per ballgame.
Two other mid-season acquisitions, also contributed mightily to the Nets' late season surge.
Wilson Washington and Ed Jordan, both rookies, showed some
flashes of brilliance in-between
the usual number of rookie mistakes. Each improved with each
passing game and will be definite assets to the Nets in the
future.

pletely dominated his foe, 6-0, 60. Another strong player, Rich
Boyle, had little trouble in winning 6-1, 6-3. ·
Unfortunately I missed fine
showings by older brother Don
Cheung (6-1 , 6-0) and Mike
Parisso (6-2, 6-1 ). They were playing at courts on the other side of
campus. Unable to compete with
remainder of team do to " poor
facilities," which according to
coach Tony Dente, " makes it
tough to recruit new players into
the program. "
In doubles play, Tom Robbons
.and Rich Boyle teamed up for a
6-0, 6-2 victory. Also combining
foe victories in doubles were
Don Cheung-Mike Parisso and
Jeff Savitt-Bob Ferraro (6-3, 6-4),
(6-2, 6-3) respectively.
This Friday at 3:30 a tough
Rutgers team will be coming to
Kean to test our fine tennis
squad . Everyone is invited to root
tbe Squires on to victory.

When it comes to talk about
Net rookies, both Jordan and
Washington must take a back
seat to Bernard King. "BB"as he
is known by his teammates, was a
savior to the Nets not only on the
court but off. On the court, Bernard averaged 24 points and approximately ten rebounds for
the season. He was virtually the
entire Nets offense early in the
season as he played with a fluidness uncommon
to an
NBA rookie.
Off the court, Bernard was the
Nets' " good-will ambassador."
Before the season, the 6'6"
Brooklyn native bought 25
season tickets to be distributed
to various children's organizations for each game. He was
always generous in talking and
signing autographs for kids both
before and after Net games. He
made several appearances at
basketball clinics, Bernard meant
alot more to the Nets than just
points and rebounds.
The Nets are anxiously looking
forward to next season. The
general consensus is that they
have a team capable of making
the playoffs. The Nets hope that
you will support them as they try
to make New Jersey proud of its
only sports franchise - that is, if
you aren't already proud.

Squires
Win Two
by Bob Starosielec
Last week the Squire baseball
team defeated Bloomfield (April
11) soundly, thrashing them by a
score of 17-3. Wayne Sarrow and
Mike Ferrara homered for the
Squires as Ferrara had an out·standing day, going four for four
at the plate.
On the 12th the Squires went
up against Monmouth in
another high scoring but more
evenly matched game. Kean
managed to pull this one out by
two runs winning by a score of
10-8. Squire firepo'w er was
provided by Ed Lubas and Bruce
Bradley, each with two run
homers and also by Kevin
Callinans' grand slam home run .
After nine games Kean is 5-4.
Leading batters are : Kevin
Callinan, Batting .433, 13 RBl 's, 2
HR; Bruce Bradley, Batring .350,
12 RBl 's, 3 HR; Mike Ferrara, Batting .449, 9 runs scored 1 HR.
The leading p itcher is Dave
Madison, a junior. Dave is 3-0
and has an E.R.A. of 1.80.
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Health Fair Offers Free Medical Tests
by Maria Rios

Over a three day per iod, April 14, 15 and 16, Kean
College hosted the WNBC-TV " Stay 0 .K. Health Fair"
for Kean students and surrounding Union County areas.
The fair featured free testing of vision, anemia, blood
pressure, sickle-cell anemia, height, weight, counselling, C.P.R. (demonstration ), and Breast Cancer-Self-Examination.
The fair also offered optiona l Department, Student Organizablood chemistry testing at three t ion who donated $312.00, and a
reasonably low prices ranging few Student Council members
from $4.00 to $6.00. The cost was donated some of their time.
determined by the number of
Mrs. S. Ventola from Irvington
tests an individual desired. For commented " I want a check-up.
$6.00 an individual received over It's a good price and with the cost
~wenty-five
tests,
including of everyth ing today w hy not take
cholesterol , triglycerides, dia- advantage of a great t hing I The
betes, kidney, syphillis and gout, one thing t hat surp rised me was
that both men and w o men parthyroid, and liver diseases.
The health fair was open from ticipated in the breast cancer
10 a.m . to 5 p.m . in Downs Hall self-examinatio n." Miss Sch leck
and was co-sponsored by t he who w as in charge of t he breast
Elizabeth General School o f Nur- sel f- exam in ation stated t hat a
si ng, the Lyons Instit ute, Med- large percent o f lumps fo und are
Path , WNBC, Union Township usually noticed by a husband or
Department o f Health and boyfriend .
As one visitor noted, " This is
Union County American Red
Cross. Volunteers from these one of the best events held at
organizatio ns as well as Kean Kean in a long time. It's good to
College students donated their see that Kean unlike other
time, equ ipmen t, and supplies i n schools not only serves the
order to furn ish the · screenings students but the surround ing
free of charge.
communities as well. All those
Approximately 800 people involved deserve a hand of apvarying in age took advantage of plause for a job well done! "
the health fair. A large percentage of people were aware of the
fair through various means of
Media
communication . According to Mrs. S. Pashkevick
from Irvington " I heard about
(Continued from page 1)
the fair on television and I feel
that it's a fantast ic operation. It
gets people out of the house
""
who would normally neglect going out to receive such care,
because o f t he high prices today.
Mostpeople can 't afford to get
sick anymore, it 's too expensive." She "dded, " The whole
check-up took me a little over 30
minu tes .
Everything
moved
nicely, t he volunteers were very
friend ly and courteous. It's simply terrific. "
Buz Whela n, Assistant Direc\. ~
~
tor of Public Information, coorPhoto by Daniel Pyle
- dinated the entire program. A
few o f t he campus groups that
Chancellor Holl.inder fields a
participated were Hot Line, nriety of questions from college
Squire First Aid , All ied Health
newsp.iper reporters.

Photo by Daniel Pyle

Union County Residents take .idnntage of the free medic.ii tests th.it wu offered .it the He.ilth f.ilr over
the weekend.

Chancellor Hollander Dispels Rumors

.

t ion will not necessarily suffer
and that a student majoring in
Accou nting at •Kean (which the
Adm inistration feels is best
su ited for Flagships in the Allied
Health and Social Work Fields)
will not have a less valuable
degree because accounting is
not a Flagship program there.
The Chancellor then opened
the Floor for questions most of
wh ich took on the character of
long circular cross examinations
that established nothing more
than a •verifi cati on o r repetiti o n
of what had been previously sa id
while leaving the questioners
still unconvinced . Some other
questions cleared up misconceptions and the answers are

The Sweet Taste Of Victory
by Jill Sawyer
" It's ·a good feeling to win,"
declared a jubilant Tara Higgins,
newly elected to Student Council following the elections last
Thursday. Along with Higgins, 35
other students were elected to
serve as Council members for
the 78-79 term.
The booths opened late due to
the lack of volunteers. " The crew
that was suppose to be here (in
the morning) wasn 't," explained
Vice President Michelle Cousins,
chairman of the election committee. " It can 't be done by one
or two people," she continued.
Cousins concluded, " I hope next
year's election head will have
more cooperation. "
A concern of the election 's
· victors was the problem of
student apathy. Ken Bellero,
Class o f 1980 Council member
sta ted , " I wa s d isappointed in the
turnout o f m y class. There w ere
too many students that took an
apathetic view co ncerning the
elections." He added, " These
same students com plain about
the services of Student Organization and other programs on
campus. "
·
Incumbent Ch ris Cottle, Class
o f 1979 noted, "I ho pe people
w ill become mo re involved and
realize exactly w hat 's happening
on campus and don 't take everything at fa ce val ue."
In the Senior Class, Lillian

Marrero, received the highest
number of votes with 71. Other
winners in that class were Chris
Cottle, 58 votes; Jim Mahan, 57
votes; Evelyn Cruz, 54 votes;
Diane Christopher, 50 votes;
Kevin Perrine, 47 votes; Cathy
Schwartz, 46 votes; Bonnie
Gorczyca, 45 votes; Rinaldo
Stokes, 42 votes; Ray Bock 111, 41
votes; Ralph Pizzaro, 35 votes;
and Jim Coholan with 35 votes.
The winning candidates in the
Junior Class were Dory Rodriguez with the most votes, 35,
Jeff Dunbar, 25 votes; Patricia
Mays, 26 votes; Micki Egan, 24
votes; Gerald Massenburg, 18

votes; Keith Curran, 21 votes;
Ralph Abbate, 20 votes ; Chuck
Ross, 23 votes; Ana Corbacho, 15
votes; Michael Spoonauer, 17
votes; Patricia Reading, 19 votes;
and Ken Bellero, with 12 votes.
Over in the Class of 1981 , the
winning
candidates
were
Yvonne Moura, 31 votes; Renee
Daniels, 51 votes; Louis Mirranda, 32 votes; Karen Halo, 32
votes; Kevin Reddick, 52 votes;
Rinaldo Lago, 43 votes; Betty
D ixon, 52 votes; Doris Cruz, 49
votes; Hilda Beasley, 46 votes;
James Ellis, 56 votes; Susan
Gunter, 27 votes; and Tara
H iggins, 46 votes.

summarized below.
The Chancellors office does
not give out press releases, the
substance of Robert Braun's articles on the actions of the Chancellor and the Board of Higher
Education are garnered from
public sessions of the BHE (Board
of Higher Education).
Robert Braun's article (Star
Ledger, March 26, 1978) telling of
the specific Flagships particular
state colleges are planning to
pursue was due to discussions
w ith the adm inistratio n of the
colleges mentioned and not as a
result of any conversation with
the Chancellor. The Chancellor
stresses that he hasn 't even made
suggestions to the State College
administrations so to preserve
t heir autonomy in the choice of
Flagship programs. The Chancellor declined comment for
these same reasons when questioned on what he had planned
for the state. colleges represented at the press conference.
When told that Braun 's article
had surprised many students and
faculty members and that they
felt left out of the decision making orocess . the Chancellor
replied , " That is not unusuaI. ··
When queried by a Stockton
State College student on why the
President of Stockton would say
he had no intention of cooperat i ng with the Flagship
program if he was the source of
the news story saying Stockton 's
Flagship program would be
Marine
Science,
Hollander
replied, " I really can 't say why."

In answer to Marcoantonio
Lacentena 's charge that t he
Chancellors view o f declining
enrollments is unreal because
the number o f High School
graduates w ill remain stable for
the next three years, Hollander
said, " tables provided in his ca ll
illustrates that enrollment wilt
remain relatively stable until the
1981 school year then begin to
decline until 1990." He said that
the fact the table was provided
(Table #1 A ppend iz C to the call
by the BHE dated January 30,
1978) is evidence tha t he made,
no such statement claim ing
immediate declines in enrollment.
When asked why no data
appears on various tables listed
in Append ix B o f the " Call,"
.Hollander said, " The data isn 't
there because it isn 't available
presently," he added, " It will be
included in the final version of
the Call. "
On the projected magnitude
of the Flagship program at particular colleges, Hollander said
the size of the effect would vary
with the program and the
college; one flagship program
might encompass 30% of total
enrollment while another may
only account for 5%.
On teacher certification he
said he supports the concept of a
one year internship following
graduation in a program of
liberal arts st udies and t he attainment o f a terminal Masters
degree before permanent certification is granted.

End Of Term Saves Sinking Council
(Continued from page 1)

secretary to the Council , said,
"Some council members wa lk in
one hour or so late and o vertly
object to an issue t hat wa s b eing
d iscu ssed before and without
having any idea as to what
they're object ing to ." Tardy
members also disru pt and
prolong meeti ngs according to
Efthemios.
" Most of the peo ple have
good attendance," Efthemios
conti nued . " Three
qu arters
show good attendance. Certain
ci rcumstances do ari se wh ich
people cannot help, such as illnesses, emergencies, et cetera.

These people would be excused
from meetings and it would be
an excused absen ce."
" M ost anno yi ng is w hen
peo ple don't give us t he courtesy o f calling when they are absent," commented Schwartz.
Although Cardaci says, " If a
council member is irresponsible
in his attendance he should be
severely disciplined," Schwartz
testifies, " There's not much we
ca n do abo ut it because ap athy is
so t hick."
Wben one- Cou ncil member
resigned from Counci l, O fficers
had to ask the alternates and

went down to someone who
received three write-i n votes
during t he elect ion, and t hey
d idn 't even wan t it, acco rd ing to
Schwartz.
Fo ur members, two from the
class o f 1980, one from t he class
of 1979 and one from th e class o f
1978, were already dism issed
from co u ncil b eca u se of
absences. No w that Cou ncil
term s w ill be end in g shortly,
nothi ng w ill be done about t hose
who have had t hree absences.
Some Kean students have little
respect for Council members o r
t heir meetings. Stated one

student: " Council is a jo ke.
People don 't think of th e responsibil ity before t hey ru n.
They th in k it' ll look good on
their resume. "
" Cou ncil cannot be taken
li ghtly," said Efthemios. " I do not
feel council is a joke."
" Some members don 't investigate (the issues we vote on) and
call it b iased information," said
Schwartz. "Most peo ple do
attend meetings, however most
do not bother to investi gate."
" Irre spons i b le
member s
should be d rawn and quartered ," said Sal Carda ci.

